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Speaking—Emerging Practice: Grades 3–4

4

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• No response
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Responds completely in a

language other than English

• Uses one word to respond
• Does not express a complete 

thought or idea

• Unintelligible

• Uses multiple words, short
phrases, or sentences
to respond

• Partially expresses thoughts
and ideas

• Frequent errors may obscure N/A
meaning

Context: A long time ago, people wrote letters on paper to communicate. These letters took a long 
time to arrive by mail. Today many people use computers to write messages to friends and family. We 
can send emails on the computer. We can also send text messages on our phones. These types of mes-
sages get to people much faster than writing and mailing letters.

Modeling: [POINT to PICTURE 1] This woman is writing an e-mail. 

Question: [POINT to PICTURES 2 AND 3] Tell me what other people do to communicate

Rephrasing: [POINT to PICTURE 1] This woman is writing an email. 
[POINT to PICTURES 2 AND 3] How do other people write?

Practice #1

Track 44

Score:

Practice #2

Track 45

Score:

1. 2. 3.
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Speaking—Emerging Practice: Grades 7–8

5

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• No response
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Responds completely in a

language other than English

• Uses one word to respond
• Does not express a complete 

thought or idea

• Unintelligible

• Uses multiple words, short
phrases, or sentences
to respond

• Partially expresses thoughts
and ideas

• Frequent errors may obscure N/A
meaning

Context: In the summertime, insects do a lot of things outside.

Modeling: [POINT to CATERPILLAR] A caterpillar is crawling in the dirt.

Question: Tell me some things that insects do in the summertime.

Rephrasing: Insects are very active in the summer. [POINT to CATERPILLAR] Here is a caterpillar 
crawling. What else is happening in the picture?

Practice #1

Track 46

Score:

Practice #2

Track 47

Score:
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Speaking—Transitioning Practice: Grades 3–4

6

Context: In the 1860s, there were no phones or computers to communicate with people who were 
far away. People wrote letters to their friends and families, and men rode horses across the United 
States to deliver the letters. This service was called the Pony Express. 

Question: [POINT to WOMAN IN PICTURE 1] Tell me how this woman’s letter got delivered 
to her friend. 

Practice #1

Track 48

Score:

Practice #2

Track 49

Score:

Practice #3

Track 50

Score:

1. 2. 3.

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• No response
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Responds completely in a

language other than English
• Uses one word to respond
• Does not express a complete

thought or idea
• Unintelligible
• Errors may totally obscure 

meaning

• Uses multiple words to
respond

• Partially expresses thoughts 
and ideas

• Frequent errors may obscure

• Uses connected phrases or a

meaning

simple sentence to respond
• May use multiple sentences
• Expresses complete thoughts

and ideas relevant to the
topic

• Occasional errors in words
and structures may obscure
some meaning
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Speaking—Transitioning Practice: Grades 7–8

7

Introduction: Pollination is very important for plants. [POINT to PICTURE 1] In the summertime, 
honeybees drink nectar from flowers. [POINT to PICTURE 2] When they do, pollen gets stuck to their 
bodies. [POINT to PICTURE 3] They carry it  to a different flower where the pollen falls off. By doing 
this, honeybees pollinate plants and help them to create seeds.

Question: Tell me how honeybees help plants.

Practice #1

Track 51

Score:

Practice #2

Track 52

Score:

Practice #3

Track 53

Score:

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• No response
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Responds completely in a

language other than English
• Uses one word to respond
• Does not express a complete

thought or idea
• Unintelligible
• Errors may totally obscure 

meaning

• Uses multiple words to
respond

• Partially expresses thoughts 
and ideas

• Frequent errors may obscure

• Uses connected phrases or a

meaning

simple sentence to respond
• May use multiple sentences
• Expresses complete thoughts

and ideas relevant to the
topic

• Occasional errors in words
and structures may obscure
some meaning

1. 2. 3.
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Speaking—Expanding Practice: Grades 1–2 (Text-Based)

8

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Uses at most multiple words

to respond
• Does not express complete

thoughts and ideas
• Frequent errors may obscure

• Uses connected phrases or a

meaning

simple sentence to respond
• Expresses complete thoughts

and ideas relevant to the
topic

• Occasional errors in words

• Uses connected simple

and structures may obscure
some meaning

sentences to respond
• May use limited expanded

sentences
• Expresses connected and

complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• Infrequent errors in words 
and structure may obscure 
some meaning

Practice #1

Track 54

Score:

Practice #2

Track 55

Score:

Practice #3

Track 56

Score:

Context: [Now let’s talk about clouds.] There are several different kinds of clouds. One kind of
cloud is a cirrus cloud. These clouds are thin and long and look like white lines on a sunny day. Dark 
gray clouds in the sky are called stratus clouds. They cover the sky like a blanket. Other clouds aren’t 
in the sky at all! Fog is a special kind of cloud that floats close to the ground. Fog can be dangerous 
because it makes it hard for people to see.

Question: Tell me about different kinds of clouds.

1.

Cirrus

2.

Stratus

3.

Fog
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Speaking—Expanding Practice: Grades 3–4 (Text-Based)

9

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Uses at most multiple words

to respond
• Does not express complete

thoughts and ideas
• Frequent errors may obscure

• Uses connected phrases or a

meaning

simple sentence to respond
• Expresses complete thoughts

and ideas relevant to the
topic

• Occasional errors in words

• Uses connected simple

and structures may obscure
some meaning

sentences to respond
• May use limited expanded

sentences
• Expresses connected and

complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• Infrequent errors in words 
and structure may obscure 
some meaning

Practice #1

Track 57

Score:

Practice #2

Track 58

Score:

Practice #3

Track 59

Score:

Context: [Now let’s talk about the history of writing.] Today many people know how to write. But a 
long time ago, only a few people knew how to write. Writing was their job. These people were called 
scribes. Scribes often came from rich and powerful families. They wore special clothes to show they 
were important. Today, people have found ancient statues of scribes. People have also found their tools, 
which were sometimes made of gold. 

Question: Tell me about scribes.
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Speaking—Expanding Practice: Grades 7–8 (Text-Based)

10

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Uses at most multiple words

to respond
• Does not express complete

thoughts and ideas
• Frequent errors may obscure

• Uses connected phrases or a

meaning

simple sentence to respond
• Expresses complete thoughts

and ideas relevant to the
topic

• Occasional errors in words

• Uses connected simple

and structures may obscure
some meaning

sentences to respond
• May use limited expanded

sentences
• Expresses connected and

complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• Infrequent errors in words 
and structure may obscure 
some meaning

Practice #1

Track 60

Score:

Practice #2

Track 61

Score:

Practice #3

Track 62

Score:

Context: [Now let’s talk about honeybees.] Honeybees make honey by collecting nectar from 
flowers. They have special “honey stomachs” that turn the nectar into sugar and remove some of the 
water from it. They carry the nectar back to the hive where it is put into cells. Then all the bees flap 
their wings to dry even more water out of the nectar. When enough water is evaporated, what is left is 
the sweet mixture we call honey. Because honeybees build their hives in hollow spaces, humans can 
get bees to live in boxes the humans have built. This is called beekeeping. Beekeepers help the bees 
stay alive by providing them with places to live. In addition, the beekeepers can collect the wax and 
honey that the bees make. By beekeeping, humans can help ensure that honey is produced and that 
there are enough bees to pollinate nearby crops and plants.

Question: Tell me how honeybees make honey.
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Speaking—Commanding Practice: Grades 3–4 (Text-Based)

11

Context: You just learned about the history of writing. Today many people know how to write. But 
a long time ago, only a few people knew how to write. Writing was their job. These people were called 
scribes. Scribes often came from rich and powerful families. They wore special clothes to show they 
were important. Today, people have found ancient statues of scribes. People have also found their tools, 
which were sometimes made of gold. 

Question: Tell me why you think scribes were important and respected. 

esponse 

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Uses at most connected

phrases or a simple sentence
to respond

• May express complete
thoughts and ideas

• Occasional or frequent errors

• Uses connected simple

in words and structures may 
obscure meaning

sentences to respond
• Expresses connected and

complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• Infrequent errors in words

• Uses connected expanded

and structure may obscure
some meaning

sentences
• Generates a fluid response

using linking words and
phrases to sequence
complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• No errors or infrequent errors
that do not obscure meaning

Practice #1

Track 63

Score:

Practice #2

Track 64

Score:

Practice #3

Track 65

Score:
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Speaking—Commanding Practice: Grades 5–6 (Text-Based)

12

Context: You just learned about light pollution. Electric light helps us see at night. But it also can 
cause a problem called light pollution. Light pollution refers to the electric light that shines at night 
around the world. Because of light pollution, the sky never gets completely dark in many parts of cities.

Scientists think that light pollution has dangerous effects on people and wildlife. Animals who hunt at 
night can become confused by light pollution. Light pollution can also disrupt our natural sleep patterns. 
The human body thinks it doesn’t need to sleep because of the light.

Question: Tell me why light pollution is bad for people and the environment. 

esponse 

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Uses at most connected

phrases or a simple sentence
to respond

• May express complete
thoughts and ideas

• Occasional or frequent errors

• Uses connected simple

in words and structures may 
obscure meaning

sentences to respond
• Expresses connected and

complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• Infrequent errors in words

• Uses connected expanded

and structure may obscure
some meaning

sentences
• Generates a fluid response

using linking words and
phrases to sequence
complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• No errors or infrequent errors
that do not obscure meaning

Practice #1

Track 66

Score:

Practice #2

Track 67

Score:

Practice #3

Track 68

Score:
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Speaking—Commanding Practice: Grades 7–8 (Text-Based)

13

esponse 

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Uses at most connected

phrases or a simple sentence
to respond

• May express complete
thoughts and ideas

• Occasional or frequent errors

• Uses connected simple

in words and structures may 
obscure meaning

sentences to respond
• Expresses connected and

complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• Infrequent errors in words

• Uses connected expanded

and structure may obscure
some meaning

sentences
• Generates a fluid response

using linking words and
phrases to sequence
complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• No errors or infrequent errors
that do not obscure meaning

Context: You just learned about honeybees. Honeybees make honey by collecting nectar from 
flowers. They have special “honey stomachs” that turn the nectar into sugar and remove some of the 
water from it. They carry the nectar back to the hive where it is put into cells. Then all the bees flap 
their wings to dry even more water out of the nectar. When enough water is evaporated, what is left is 
the sweet mixture we call honey. Because honeybees build their hives in hollow spaces, humans can 
get bees to live in boxes the humans have built. This is called beekeeping. Beekeepers help the bees 
stay alive by providing them with places to live. In addition, the beekeepers can collect the wax and 
honey that the bees make. By beekeeping, humans can help ensure that honey is produced and that 
there are enough bees to pollinate nearby crops and plants.

Question: Tell me why bees are important for humans and the environment.

Practice #1

Track 69

Score:

Practice #2

Track 70

Score:

Practice #3

Track 71

Score:
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Speaking—Commanding Practice: Grades 9–12

14

Context: These students learned a lot by visiting this Native American historical site. Because of all 
the things they did and saw, they have a lot of information about the lives of Native Americans that 
they can share with other students. 

Question: Why do you think it was important for the students to visit a historical site?

esponse 

Score 0 Score 1 Score 2
• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or

“I don’t know”
• Uses at most connected

phrases or a simple sentence
to respond

• May express complete
thoughts and ideas

• Occasional or frequent errors

• Uses connected simple

in words and structures may 
obscure meaning

sentences to respond
• Expresses connected and

complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• Infrequent errors in words

• Uses connected expanded

and structure may obscure
some meaning

sentences
• Generates a fluid response

using linking words and
phrases to sequence
complete thoughts and ideas
relevant to the topic

• No errors or infrequent errors
that do not obscure meaning

Practice #1

Track 72

Score:

Practice #2

Track 73

Score:

Practice #3

Track 74

Score:

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items

16

Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

44

Grades: 3–4
Emerging #1

Tell me what other 
people do to 

communicate.

[No response; rephrasing is read]
“Draw.” 0

At first, the student does not 
respond to the prompt. After 
rephrasing is read, the student 
responds with one word. The 
administrator pauses before 
moving on with the test. This
is scored a “0” at the Emerging 
level.

45

Grades: 3–4
Emerging #2

Tell me what other 
people do to 

communicate.

“Call the other people… with 
the phone... Write with with 
with paper… and use the 
computer.”

1

Student uses short phrases 
to respond. There are some 
hesitations and pauses 
throughout the response but 
meaning is generally clear. 
This is scored as a “1” at the 
Emerging level.

46

Grades: 7–8
Emerging #1

Tell me some things 
that insects do in the 
summertime.

“In the summertime, insects 
such as a worm, they . . . They 
go on their . . . Ladybugs go on 
leaves. . . . Mm . . . Bees find 
honey. Butterflies fly.”

1
Student responds with phrases 
and sentences to express 
thoughts and ideas. This is scored 
a “1” at the Emerging level.

47

Grades: 7–8
Emerging #2

Tell me some things 
that insects do in the 
summertime.

“I don’t know.” 0
Student responds with “I don’t 
know.” This is scored a “0” at 
the Emerging level.

48

Grades: 3–4
Transitioning #1

Tell me how this 
woman’s letter got 
delivered to her 
friend.

“Mmm the different people.” 1

Student uses multiple words to
respond. Although the intended
meaning is somewhat obscured,
the response partially expresses
an idea. This is rated a “1” at 
the Transitioning level.

49

Grades: 3–4
Transitioning #2

Tell me how this 
woman’s letter got 
delivered to her 
friend.

“Mmm… To be- to b- bu- one…
mmm… one. [?] Mmm…” 0

Student uses a single word and
an incomplete phrase to 
respond to the prompt. 
Although there is an attempt to 
produce language, the response 
does not express a complete 
thought or idea. This is scored a 
“0” at the Transitioning level.

50

Grades: 3–4
Transitioning #3

Tell me how this 
woman’s letter got 
delivered to her 
friend.

“With uh with with a person.
That’s called Pony Express.” 2

Student responds with a phrase
and a simple sentence to 
express a complete thought. 
This is rated a “2” at the 
Transitioning level.
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Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items

17

Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

51
Grades: 7–8

Transitioning #1
Tell me how 

honeybees help plants.

“They . . . They . . .” 0
Student responds with one word 
in an attempt to express thoughts 
and ideas. This is scored a “0” at 
the Transitioning level.

52
Grades: 7–8

Transitioning #2
Tell me how 

honeybees help plants.

“Cause they put more, . . . 
more plants inside . . . the 
flowers once they drop it.”

2
Student responds with at least 
a simple sentence to express 
complete thoughts and ideas 
relevant to the topic.

53
Grades: 7–8

Transitioning #3
Tell me how 

honeybees help plants.

“Um . . . After they drink 
from the flower, and then 
something’s . . . Um . . . What’s 
stuck on their body.”

1
Student responds with multiple 
words to partially express 
thoughts and ideas. This is scored 
a “1” at the Transitioning level.

54
Grades: 1–2 (Text)

Expanding #1
Tell me about different 
kinds of clouds.

“There are rainy . . . rainy 
clouds, thunder clouds, and 
snowballs.”

1

Student responds with a simple 
sentence to express complete 
thoughts and ideas relevant to 
the topic. This is scored a “1” at 
the Expanding level.

55
Grades: 1–2 (Text)

Expanding #2
Tell me about different 
kinds of clouds.

“Different kind of cloud can 
come on space.” 0

Student responds with a 
sentence which is not relevant 
to the topic. This is scored a “0” 
at the Expanding level.

56
Grades: 1–2 (Text)

Expanding #3
Tell me about different 
kinds of clouds.

“They . . . Uh . . . frog clouds 
can m . . . can make people see 
weird. Gray cloud is cold. Strings 
clouds . . . what, white lines on 
a sunny day. There’s different 
kinds of cloud in the sky.”

2

Student responds with simple and 
expanded sentences to express 
complete thoughts and ideas 
relevant to the topic. This is scored 
a “2” at the Expanding level.

57
Grades: 3–4 (Text)

Expanding #1
Tell me about scribes.

“Scribes are the onl- the onl- the 
only some people used to write. 
And then only the rich people 
knew knew how to write. And, 
and then um uh the gold is 
there into the write. I think.”

2

Student responds using simple and 
expanded sentences. Although 
meaning is obscured in the final 
sentence (“gold is there into 
the write”), overall the response 
expresses connected and complete 
thoughts. This qualifies as a “2” at 
the Expanding level.

58
Grades: 3–4 (Text)

Expanding #2
Tell me about scribes.

“They’re rich and powerful
families.” 1

Student uses a simple sentence to 
provide a relevant response to the 
topic. Although part of the response 
is taken directly from the text (“rich 
and powerful families”), it is used to 
form a new sentence. This is rated 
a “1” at the Expanding level.

59
Grades: 3–4 (Text)

Expanding #3
Tell me about scribes.

“He no happy.” 0
Student uses a simple sentence to 
respond, but the response is not 
relevant to the topic. This is rated 
a “0” at the Expanding level.
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Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items

18

Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

60
Grades: 7–8 (Text)

Expanding #1
Tell me how honeybees 
make honey.

“The honey bees make [?] honey
by collecting, mm, the [?] from 
the flower, and they put it into 
theirtheir, uh, their home, and 
then they, uh... and then they 
turn into sugar, and... [?] then 
they remove the water. And then 
it just became honey.”

2

Student uses connected 
sentences to respond to 
the prompt. The response 
integrates original language
and language from the 
question. Although the 
response contains grammatical 
errors and some words are 
not audible, it expresses 
connected ideas and meets the 
requirements for a “2” at the
Expanding level.

61
Grades: 7–8 (Text)

Expanding #2
Tell me how honeybees 
make honey.

“Honeybees make honey because 
the human take a honey.” 1

Student responds with an 
expanded sentence but it does 
not express connected and 
completed thoughts, which 
does not qualify for a “2.”
This is scored a “1” at the 
Expanding level.

62
Grades: 7–8 (Text)

Expanding #3
Tell me how honeybees 
make honey.

“To take some food to 
the flower.” 0

Although the student uses 
phrases to respond to the prompt, 
this does not express a complete 
thought. This is rated a “0” at the 
Expanding level.

63

Grades: 3–4 (Text)
Commanding #1

Tell me why you think 
scribes were important 
and respected.

“They were important because
they gave people other things.” 1

Student uses a short expanded
sentence to respond to the
topic. This is rated a “1” at the
Commanding level.

64

Grades: 3–4 (Text)
Commanding #2

Tell me why you think 
scribes were important 
and respected.

“Scribes were important and
respected because they were 
one of the only ones that knew 
how to write. So they… a lot 
of people also wanted to write 
‘cause also in the past, it was 
way um harder and different 
from now these days.”

2

Student uses connected 
expanded sentences to respond 
in a fluid manner. The student 
uses linking words and phrases 
to sequence and organize 
thoughts (“because,” “so
they,” “different from”). This is a
“2” at the Commanding level.

65

Grades: 3–4 (Text)
Commanding #3

Tell me why you think 
scribes were important 
and respected.

“Umm… scribes became rich 
and powerful families… and 
they they w- they wore special 
clotheses…and found ancient 
statues... And people found 
tools, which sometimes made 
of gold.”

0

Although this response includes
connected simple sentences, 
the language is entirely 
repeated from the text and it 
does not express clear ideas. 
This is rated a “0” at the
Commanding level.
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Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items

19

Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

66

Grades: 5–6 (Text)
Commanding #1

Tell me why light 
pollution is bad for people 
and the environment.

“Um . . . Because it can burn 
your eyes and you cannot see” 1

Student responds with connected 
simple sentences to express 
complete thoughts and ideas 
relevant to the topic. This is scored 
a “1” at the Commanding level.

67

Grades: 5–6 (Text)
Commanding #2

Tell me why light 
pollution is bad for people 
and the environment.

“Light pollution is very . . . um 
. . . bad or dangerous for the 
people and the environment 
because . . . um . . . The light 
pollution to people . . . um . 
. .the human body does . . . 
um . . . Thinks that it doesn’t 
need to sleep because of the 
light. And for the environment, 
because animals who hunt at 
night become really confused 
by the light pollution.”

0

Student responds with both 
original language and language 
directly from the prompt. The 
student’s original language is 
made up of phrases that do 
not express complete thoughts. 
This is scored a “0” at the 
Commanding level.

68

Grades: 5–6 (Text)
Commanding #3

Tell me why light 
pollution is bad for people 
and the environment.

“Light pollution is bad for 
people and the environment 
cause the human body thinks it 
doesn’t need to sleep because 
of the light.”

2

Response is fluid, using connected 
expanded sentences with linking 
words to express complete 
thoughts and ideas relevant to the 
topic. This is scored a “2” at the 
Commanding level.

69

Grades: 7–8 (Text)
Commanding #1

Tell me why bees are 
important for humans 
and the environment.

“Well, honeybee, they give us
honey, so… [?] but it was 
honey. And um, they can 
pollinate crops and plants.”

1

Student uses connected simple
sentences to respond to 
the prompt. The response 
integrates both original
language and language from 
the passage. This is rated a “1” 
at the Commanding level.

70

Grades: 7–8 (Text)
Commanding #2

Tell me why bees are 
important for humans 
and the environment.

“Mm, I- it helps, um, th- it 
helps the bees themselves 
to grow.”

0

Student uses a simple sentence 
to express a complete thought 
that is relevant to the topic. 
This is rated a “0” at the 
Commanding level.

71

Grades: 7–8 (Text)
Commanding #3

Tell me why bees are 
important for humans 
and the environment.

“I think bees are important 
for the um, the um, bees are 
important for humans and the 
environment because it helps 
humans by providing food, 
like honey, and it helps the 
environment by, um, by- for 
bees to keep on, um, pollinating 
nearby crops and plants.”

2

Student uses expanded connected
sentences to respond. Although
there is some hesitation, overall 
the response is fluid and natural. 
Some phrases are borrowed 
from the question, but these are 
incorporated into original language 
structures. This is rated a “2” at 
the Commanding level.
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Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

72

Grades: 9–12
Commanding #1

Why do you think it 
was important for the 
students to visit a 
historical site?

“Because they are know how to
make or how to produce like 
corns or to make food.”

0

Student responds with a simple
sentence that contains multiple
phrases to express a complete
thought relevant to the topic.
The response contains 
occasional errors, but they 
do not obscure meaning. 
This is scored a “0” at the 
Commanding level.

73

Grades: 9–12
Commanding #2

Why do you think it 
was important for the 
students to visit a 
historical site?

“The important reason for the
students visiting the historical 
site is for they can know how 
their like past um work, and 
how they cooked meals back 
back in those times.”

2

Student responds with 
connected expanded sentences 
to express complete thoughts 
relevant to the topic and 
generates the response in a
fluid manner. This is scored a 
“2” at the Commanding level.

74

Grades: 9–12
Commanding #3

Why do you think it 
was important for the 
students to visit a 
historical site?

“It was im- um it was important
for the students to visit the
historical site because they 
have a homework.

1
Student responds with an 
expanded sentence. This is scored 
a “1” at the Commanding level.
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Speaking—Grades K Emerging

22

Track 22 Score 0

Student responds with a single word. This response is scored “0” at the Emerging level.

Track 23 Score 1

Student responds with multiple words and short phrases that partially express an idea. 
This is a “1” at the Emerging level. 

Context: 
These students are in the art classroom.

Modeling: 
[POINT to BOY WITH SCISSORS] I see a boy cutting with scissors.

Question: 
Tell me what students do in art class.

Rephrasing: 
You can do a lot of things in art class. [POINT to BOY WITH SCISSORS] 
He is using scissors. What else is happening in art class?
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Speaking—Grades K Transitioning

23

Track 24 Score 0

Student responds with a single word repeated from the examiner. 
This is a “0” at the Transitioning level. 

Track 25 Score 1

Student responds by listing multiple words that do not constitute a sentence. 
This is a “1” at the Transitioning level.

Track 26 Score 2

Student responds with multiple disconnected sentences. There are occasional errors but 
the meaning is generally clear. This is a “2” at the Transitioning level.

Context: 
There are many different projects students can make in art class.

Question: 
Tell me how the students’ art projects are different.
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Speaking—Grades K Expanding

24

Track 27 Score 0

Student responds with multiple words that do not constitute a sentence. 
This is rated a “0” at the Expanding level.

Track 28 Score 1

Student responds with a simple sentence. This is scored a “1” at the Expanding level.

Track 29 Score 2

Student responds with connected simple sentences and uses sequencing words 
(“after that”) to show the order of events. There is some hesitation and pausing, but the 
students’ response is clear and comprehensible. This is a “2” at the Expanding level.

Context: 
[POINT to PICTURE 1] These students are playing outside. 
[POINT to PICTURE 2] Then the teacher calls everyone to line up. It is time to 
go inside.

Question: 
Tell me what happens when the teacher says it is time to go inside.

1. 2.
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Speaking—Grades K Commanding

25

Track 30 Score 0

Student responds with one sentence and a complete thought, which merits a score of “0” 
at the Commanding level. Note that the examiner makes a mistake in reading the text 
(“some questions have lunchboxes” instead of “some students have lunchboxes.”) but 
this does not have an impact on the response.

Track 31 Score 1

Student responds with connected but simple constructions. The student speaks slowly 
and makes a few minor errors but they minimally interfere with his meaning. This is a 
“1” at the Commanding level because of the student’s lack of fluidity and use of 
simple sentences. 

Track 32 Score 2

Student responds with a series of fluid connected sentences. 
This is a “2” at the Commanding level.

Context: 
It is morning and these students are walking into their classroom. They have coats 
and backpacks. Some students have lunchboxes. There are a lot of things to do to get 
ready for the day.

Question: 
How do you get ready for the school day?

1. 2. 3.
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Speaking—Grades 5–6 Emerging

26

Track 33 Score 0

Student responds with “no.”  The examiner rephrases the question, and the student 
repeats the word “no.” This is scored a “0” at the Emerging level.

Track 34 Score 1

Student uses a sentence to express thoughts and ideas. 
This is scored a “1” at the Emerging level.

Context: 
People write in different ways. Sometimes people write letters, e-mails, or messages 
to their friends. [POINT to PICTURE 1] This person is writing with a pen.

Question: 
Tell me about how people can write.

Rephrasing: 
You can write in many ways. [POINT to PICTURE 1] You can use a pen. What are 
some ways to write?

1. 2. 3.
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Speaking—Grades 5–6 Transitioning 

27

Track 35 Score 0

Student responds with a repetition of the prompt and “I don’t know.” 
This is scored a “0” at the Transitioning level.

Track 36 Score 1

Student uses multiple words to respond. An error obscures some meaning (“cannot lost”), 
and the response partially expresses thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “1” at the 
Transitioning level.

Track 37 Score 2

Student responds with connected phrases to completely express thoughts and ideas 
relevant to the topic. This is scored a “2” at the Transitioning level.

Context:
People who work on ships need to communicate with people on land. They use 
flags to help communicate. In these pictures, the man on the boat used flags to 
communicate with his co-worker on land.

Question:
Tell me why it is important for people on boats to communicate with people on land.

1. 2.
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Speaking—Grades 5–6 Expanding

28

Track 38 Score 0

Student responds with multiple words that do not constitute a connected phrase or 
simple sentence. This is scored a “0” at the Expanding level.

Track 39 Score 1

Student responds with connected phrases. This is a “1” at the Expanding level.

Track 40 Score 2

Student responds with multiple connected sentences, which contain some errors in word 
choice, but these errors minimally obscure meaning. This response qualifies as a “2” at 
the Expanding level.

Context: 
This person is reading braille by touching dots on a page. People who are visually 
impaired may read braille. When they touch the dots, they also feel the different 
shapes. That way, they know what the words are. 

Question:
Tell me how people use braille. 
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Speaking—Grades 5–6 Commanding

29

Track 41 Score 0

Student responds with a simple sentence containing errors in structures that obscure 
meaning (“do she don’t”). This is scored a “0” at the Commanding level.

Track 42 Score 1

Student responds with connected sentences and phrases, but is disfluent with many 
starts and stops, and some meaning is obscured. This is a “1” at the Commanding level.

Track 43 Score 2

Student responds with connected expanded sentences in a fluid manner and uses a 
sequencing word to connect relevant and complete thoughts. This is rated a “2” at the 
Commanding level.

Context:
Marlena used several steps to write her report on the forest. She came up with ideas, 
did research, and then she wrote a first draft. Finally, she rewrote the draft and typed 
the final version to give to her teacher.

Question:
Tell me how following these steps helps her to write a good report.

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

22
Grade: K

Emerging #1
Tell me what students 
do in art class.

“Draw?” 0
Student responds with a single 
word. This response is scored 
“0” at the Emerging level.

23
Grade: K

Emerging #2
Tell me what students 
do in art class.

“Mm boy paint... Cut in the- in 
the paper, and then this boy in 
make in a triangle, in square 
and then [?] he’s make in the 
pink house sunny in [?]”

1
Student responds with multiple
words and short phrases that
partially express an idea. This is 
a “1” at the Emerging level.

24

Grade: K
Transitioning #1

Tell me how the 
students’ art projects 
are different.

“Different.” 0
Student responds with a 
single word repeated from the 
examiner. This is a “0” at the 
Transitioning level.

25

Grade: K
Transitioning #2

Tell me how the 
students’ art projects 
are different.

“Uhh, mm, painting scissors 
drawing [?] flower.” 1

Student responds by listing 
multiple words that do not 
constitute a sentence. This is a 
“1” at the Transitioning level.

26

Grade K
Transitioning #3

Tell me how the 
students’ art projects 
are different.

“The girl with a paint um 
painting a house. Eh... A girl 
was cuttering with the papers. 
She draw... a tree. A boy was 
playing a play dough he are 
making a fan.”

2

Student responds with multiple
disconnected sentences. There 
are occasional errors but the 
meaning is generally clear. 
This is a “2” at the 
Transitioning level.

27

Grade: K
Expanding #1

Tell me what happens 
when the teacher says 
it is time to go inside.

“Go... to... listen.” 0
Student responds with multiple
words that do not constitute a
sentence. This is rated a “0” at 
the Expanding level.

28

Grade: K
Expanding #2

Tell me what happens 
when the teacher says 
it is time to go inside.

“They put the ball inside 
the basket.” 1

Student responds with a simple 
sentence. This is scored a “1” at 
the Expanding level.

29

Grade: K
Expanding #3

Tell me what happens 
when the teacher says 
it is time to go inside.

“They have to put the the the 
ball away... and after that they 
have to line up.”

2

Student responds with connect-
ed simple sentences and uses
sequencing words (“after that”) 
to show the order of events. 
There is some hesitation and 
pausing, but the students’ 
response is clear and
comprehensible. This is a “2” at 
the Expanding level.
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Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

30
Grade: K

Commanding #1
How do you get ready 
for the school day?

“I, I hung up all my stuff.” 0

Student responds with one
sentence and a complete 
thought, which merits a score 
of “0” at the Commanding 
level. Note that the examiner 
makes a mistake in reading 
the text (“some questions have 
lunchboxes” instead of “some 
students have lunchboxes.”) but 
this does not have an impact on 
the response.

31
Grade: K

Commanding #2
How do you get ready 
for the school day?

“Mmm, mmm, I get ready for
school, and then I can unpack 
my folder and my noteback and 
my backpack and my and my 
things to give to give thing to 
teachers.”

1

Student responds with connected 
but simple constructions. The 
student speaks slowly and 
makes a few minor errors but 
they minimally interfere with 
his meaning. This is a “1” at the 
Commanding level because of 
the student’s lack of fluidity and 
use of simple sentences.

32
Grade: K

Commanding #3
How do you get ready 
for the school day?

“I put on my jacket and my
sweater, and I brush my teeth,
I eat snack, and I go to school,
and I go inside and take out my
homework out and give it to 
the teacher, and we go like we 
go sit down on the rug.”

2
Student responds with a series 
of fluid connected sentences. 
This is a “2” at the Commanding 
level.

33
Grades: 5–6

Emerging #1
Tell me about how 
people can write.

“No” 
(Teacher uses rephrasing) 
“No”

0

Student responds with “no.” The 
examiner rephrases the question, 
and the student repeats the word 
“no.” This is scored a “0” at the 
Emerging level.

34
Grades: 5–6

Emerging #2
Tell me about how 
people can write.

“They can write by . . . Uh . . . 
Uh by the ink.” 1

Student uses a sentence to 
express thoughts and ideas. 
This is scored a “1” at the 
Emerging level.

35

Grades: 5–6
Transitioning #1

Tell me why it is 
important for people on 
boats to communicate 
with people on land.

Hm . . . People on boats to 
communicate with people on 
land? . . . I don’t know.

0
Student responds with a 
repetition of the prompt and “I 
don’t know.” This is scored a “0” 
at the Transitioning level.

36

Grades: 5–6
Transitioning #2

Tell me why it is 
important for people on 
boats to communicate 
with people on land.

“They cannot lost” 1

Student uses multiple words to 
respond. An error obscures some 
meaning (“cannot lost”), and 
the response partially expresses 
thoughts and ideas. This is scored 
a “1” at the Transitioning level.
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Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for K and 5–6 Samples
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Track PLD/Page 
Question Transcription Score Justification

37

Grades: 5–6
Transitioning #3

Tell me why it is 
important for people on 
boats to communicate 
with people on land.

“It’s important for people to 
communicate in a boat because 
if the person . . . Um . . . They 
waiting for, it’s not the person 
they wanted them to come . . . “

2

Student responds with connected 
phrases to completely express 
thoughts and ideas relevant to 
the topic. This is scored a “2” at 
the Transitioning level.

38
Grades: 5–6

Expanding #1
Tell me how people 
use braille.

“To read…to read.” 0

Student responds with multiple 
words that do not constitute 
a connected phrase or simple 
sentence. This is scored a “0” 
at the Expanding level.

39
Grades: 5–6

Expanding #2
Tell me how people 
use braille.

“By touching them and they
feeling it, um… that’s it.” 1

Student responds with 
connected phrases. This is a “1” 
at the Expanding level.

40
Grades: 5–6

Expanding #3
Tell me how people 
use braille.

“By they using their hands, and
like they can’t see because they
have blind eyes, like they use 
it for like computers something 
like that and to [?]”

2

Student responds with multiple
connected sentences, which 
contain some errors in word 
choice, but these errors 
minimally obscure meaning. 
This response qualifies as a
“2” at the Expanding level.

41

Grades: 5–6
Commanding #1

Tell me how following 
these steps helps her 
to write a good report.

“mm do she don’t get confused.” 0

Student responds with a simple 
sentence containing errors in 
structures that obscure meaning 
(“do she don’t”). This is scored a 
“0” at the Commanding level.

42

Grades: 5–6
Commanding #2

Tell me how following 
these steps helps her 
to write a good report.

“Oh, she she she she think and and 
go to the computer and research 
about the forest how...wha... what 
the forest, ah, how to say this 
word. How how is the forest is and 
think how to put it um in and think 
and write write what she saw in 
the in the switch but eh not like 
just make uh how to say this uh 
again just make a, make a review 
about the forest and put it and 
write it and that’s it.”

1

Student responds with connected 
sentences and phrases, but is 
disfluent with many starts and 
stops, and some meaning is 
obscured. This is a “1” at the 
Commanding level.

43

Grades: 5–6
Commanding #3

Tell me how following 
these steps helps her 
to write a good report.

“Um it helps her because she 
first like make mistakes in 
the draft, then she, then in 
the printing, she could like uh 
correct it.”

2

Student responds with connected 
expanded sentences in a fluid 
manner and uses a sequencing 
word to connect relevant and 
complete thoughts. This is rated 
a “2” at the Commanding level.
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Emerging
Grades 3–4 Score:

Track 44

Score:
Track 45

Emerging
Grades 7–8 Score:

Track 46

Score:
Track 47

Transitioning
Grades 3–4 Score:

Track 48

Score:
Track 50

Score:
Track 49

Score:
Track 51

Score:
Track 53

Score:
Track 52

Expanding
Grades 1–2 Score:

Track 54

Score:
Track 56

Score:
Track 55

Expanding
Grades 3–4 Score:

Track 57

Score:
Track 59

Score:
Track 58

Expanding
Grades 7–8 Score:

Track 60

Score:
Track 62

Score:
Track 61

Commanding
Grades 3–4 Score:

Track 63

Score:
Track 65

Score:
Track 64

Score:
Track 66

Score:
Track 68

Score:
Track 67

Score:
Track 69

Score:
Track 71

Score:
Track 70

Score:
Track 72

Score:
Track 74

Score:

Transitioning
Grades 7–8

Commanding
Grades 5–6

Commanding
Grades 7–8

Commanding
Grades 9–12

Track 73
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Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Rubric
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Writing—Scoring Key Abbreviation Guide

37

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

(CL) = Complexity of Language

(QL) = Quality of Language

(CR) = Coherence of Response

(DR) = Degree of Response

(M) = Mechanics
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Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
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Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
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Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 3)
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 1

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 4: Commanding

Response contains a f ds or short phresponse contains a ew words or short ph ases.

esponse contains at most frequently used words (vocabulary from the prompt used incorrectly).Response contains a equently ds ocabular om the ompt used i ectl

esponse lacks a clear introduction or completion of a thought or idea due to brevi y.Response lacks a cle oduction or completion of a thought e t

Response lacks descriptions of thoughts, feelings, or ideas.

Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 4: Commanding

Response contains a variety of expanded and complex sentences.

Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., topic, certain places, stagecoach, now 
that I’m alive, engine, speed).

Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development, and completion 
of linked thoughts and ideas to provide clear and sufficient organization.

Response includes many sufficiently detailed descriptions of ideas and facts.

Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling error: sertent for 
certain; punctuation errors; some awkward phrases).
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 2

42

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 3: Expanding

Response contains expanded and complex sentences (repetitive structures the difference is and the 
similar thing is limit variety of sentences).

Response contains some Tier 2 words (e.g., vehicles, similar).

Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development, and completion of linked 
thoughts and ideas to provide partial organization (the first two sentences function as an introduction to the 
topic; the rest of the response is grouped by similarities and differences, but ideas lack sufficient development).

Response includes many detailed descriptions of ideas and facts (many similarities and differences 
are provided, but descriptions lack sufficient detail at times).

Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., spelling error: subwas 
for subways).
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 3

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 2: Transitioning

Response includes at least one expanded sentence.

Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.

Response includes words and sentences that provide a limited introduction, development, and/
or completion of linked thoughts, ideas, or both (ideas are linked and progression is evident, but 
additional organization and development are impeded by errors).

Includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (additional details obscured 
by errors).

Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (e.g., missing 
words; spelling errors: horst for horse, wodr for wood, frut for front, suf for soft; usage error: they 
for there).
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 4

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 1: Emerging

Response includes at least one expanded sentence (errors obscure sentence structures in much of 
response; some text is copied from passage).

Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.

Response includes at least one sentence to introduce, develop, or complete thoughts or ideas 
(errors obscure organizational elements in much of response).

Response includes at least one description of an idea or a fact (errors obscure details in much 
of response).

Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning 
(spelling errors obscure meaning throughout the response).
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 5

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 0: Entering

Response contains few words or short phrases.

Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.

Response lacks a clear introduction, or development of a thought or an idea, or completion due 
to brevity.

Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts.

Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 1
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1

Practice #1

Grade 3–4

Score:
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 2

47

Practice #2

Grade 3–4

Score:

2
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 3
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3

Practice #3

Grade 3–4

Score:
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 4

49

4

Practice #4

Grade 3–4

Score:
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 5

50

5

Practice #5

Grade 3–4

Score:
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Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item Key
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Practice 1
CL: Response contains short phrases and simple sentences (elements that would create a  
      complex sentence are obscured by errors). 
QL: Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases. 
CR: Response contains at least one sentence to introduce, develop, or complete thoughts 
       or ideas. 
DR: Response includes at least one description of an idea or fact. 
M: Response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (spelling and grammar errors).Score: 1

Emerging

      sufficient command of a v

       and completion of l ganization (has  

Practice 2 CL: Response contains simple, expanded, and complex sentences (does not demonstrate  
      sufficient command ariety of sentence structures).
QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., transportation, engine).
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development,
       and completi inked thoughts, ideas, or both to provide partial organization (has 
       an introduction, conclusion, and connected ideas, but errors occasionally impede the clear 
       progression of ideas).
DR: Response includes many detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (errors occasionally 

obscure details).
M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning
     (e.g., spelling errors: hafe for half; word usage errors: transportation, danger; awkward/ 
     unclear phrases: train is danger is because, most of it is hours pulling to move, is alote 

of different).

Practice 3
CL: Response is completely copied text (copied from passage).
QL: Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases
      (completely copied from passage).
CR: Response lacks a clear introduction, or development of a thought or an idea, or
      completion due to brevity (completely copied from passage).
DR: Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts (completely copied from passage).
M: Response is completely copied.

       completion of l

CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences.
QL: Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., in the present, stagecoach,     

transportation, leather, a rough year).
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development, and 
       completi inked thoughts, ideas, or both to provide clear and sufficient organization.
DR: Response includes many sufficiently detailed descriptions of ideas and facts.
M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (punctuation errors;  
     spelling errors: I for in, trian for train).

       tr
       b

     (first two sentences ha

CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences.
QL: Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and short phrases.
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide a limited introduction,
       development, and/or completion of linked thoughts, ideas, or both (has a few
  ansitional devices to provide some connection of ideas; response is mainly organized
 y grouping similarities and differences).
DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both.
M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning
     (first two sentenc ve awkward structure).

Score: 3

Expanding

Score: 0

Entering

Score: 4

Commanding

Score: 2

Practice 4

Practice 5

Transitioning
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1 Score: Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response

2 Score: Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response

3 Score: Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response

4 Score: Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response

5 Score:

Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet

Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response
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Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
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Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 1

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 4: Commanding

Response contains a variety of expanded and complex sentences.

Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., entire universe, create new planets, exist, 
gravitational force, objects, mass).

Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logical development of 
ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction and organized and connected ideas, but 
lacks a clear conclusion, and at times lacks a smooth flow between ideas).

Response includes many sufficiently and precisely detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both.

Response is clear and has minimal errors that obscure meaning 
(e.g., were not exist for would not exist).
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 2

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 3: Expanding

Response contains simple, expanded, and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient 
command of a variety of sentence structures).

Response contains some Tier 2 words and phrases 
(e.g., floating towards space, mother nature, humanity).

Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, development of ideas, 
transitions, and/or closure (has an introductory and concluding statement and connected ideas, 
but ideas are often repetitive and lack a clear and logical progression).

Response includes some detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (many of the details provided 
repetitively describe the idea that gravity holds objects down).

Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling errors: endanger 
for endangered, wan’t for weren’t or wasn’t).
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 3

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 2: Transitioning

Response includes at least one expanded or complex sentence (first and last sentences are copied 
from the passage/prompt).

Response contains a few Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., exercise). 

Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, development of ideas, transitions, 
and/or closure (has an introduction, but only one of the following sentences is clearly connected; other 
original sentence is not connected well enough to create a logical development of ideas).

Response includes some detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (relevant details are 
occasionally present in the response; Because no food no drinks is not clearly tied to central idea 
of the response).

Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (word choice 
errors: has for have, should for would; sentence structure error: Because, no food, no drinks and 
our body needs do exercise; walking).
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 4

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 1: Emerging
Response includes at least one sentence (majority of response is copied from passage, with one 
original sentence: One ball was mor heavy that other boll; elements that would make original 
sentence expanded are obscured by errors).

Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and short phrases (more advanced Tier 2 
vocabulary is only present in copied text).

Response includes words and at least one sentence to introduce, develop, transition, or conclude 
ideas (single original sentence).

Response includes at least one description of an idea or a fact (single original sentence compares 
the two balls).

Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (spelling 
error that for than obscures structure of original sentence).
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 5

63

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 0: Entering

Response contains short phrases 
(most of response is copied from passage; only first line is original).

Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.

Response lacks a clear orientation, or development of an idea, or closure due to brevity (original 
text does not clearly express an idea).

Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts.

Response contains errors that totally obscure meaning 
(original text does not clearly express an idea).
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 1

64

Practice #1

Grade 5–6

Score:

1
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 2

65

2

Practice #2

Grade 5–6

Score:
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 3

66

Practice #3

Grade 5–6

Score:

3
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 4

67

4

Practice #4

Grade 5–6

Score:
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 5

68

Practice #5

Grade 5–6

Score:

5
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Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item Key

70

Practice 1 CL: Response contains complex sentences. 
QL: Response contains some Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., float in the air, exterior 

space, oxygen). 
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation,  
      development of ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has an introduction, conclusion, 
      and a very brief body of connected ideas). 
DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both. 
M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure  
    meaning (e.g., grammar errors; missing punctuation; spelling error: state for stay).

Score: 2

Transitioning

Practice 2
CL: Response is completely copied text (copied from prompt directions).
QL: Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases  
      (completely copied from prompt directions).
CR: Response lacks a clear orientation, or development of an idea, or closure due to brevity 
      (completely copied from prompt directions).
DR: Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts (completely copied from prompt directions).
M: Response is completely copied text.

vide 
       clear or

Practice 3 CL: Response contains a variety of simple, expanded, and complex sentences.
QL: Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., objects on earth, a shudder went  

through my bones, siblings, gravity). 
CR: Response includes sufficient orientation, logical development of ideas, and closure to provide 
       c ganization.
DR: Response includes many sufficiently and precisely detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or 
       both (details are consistently present throughout the response in precise ways; uses  
       narrative elements to explain how gravity is important).
M: Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning.

       ideas, tr

Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1. 
(describes the effects of throwing objects from a high place but does not discuss the importance of gravity).
CL: Response includes expanded sentences.
QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., arrived).
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, development of 
       id ansitions, and/or closure (has several connected, briefly developed ideas).
DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both.
M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., missing subject: 

a minute later threw down; spelling errors: octag for ?, by for my).

       pr

       thr

CL: Response contains a variety of simple, expanded, and complex sentences.
QL: Response contains some Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., force, floating away, revolving).
CR: Response includes sufficient orientation, logical development of ideas, and closure to 
  ovide clear organization (has an introduction, conclusion, and well-organized ideas linked 
       by transitions).
DR: Response includes many detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (descriptions found 
   oughout response, but at times they lack sufficient elaboration).
M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., missing 
     punctuation; missing verb in the last sentence: And that why gravity is important to us.).

Score: 0

Entering

Score: 4

Commanding

Score: 1

Emerging

Score: 3

Practice 4

Practice 5

Expanding
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Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet
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1 Score: Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response

2 Score: Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response

3 Score: Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response

4 Score: Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response

5 Score: Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response
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Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
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Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
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Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 1

77

1

Practice #1

Grade 9–12

Score:
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Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 2

78

Practice #2

Grade 9–12

Score:

2
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Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 3

79

3

Practice #3

Grade 9–12

Score:
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Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 4

80

Practice #4

Grade 9–12

Score:

4
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Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 5

81

5

Practice #5

Grade 9–12

Score:
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Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item Key

82

Practice 1 Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1 
(student discusses wanting to do an oral history project instead of whom the student would like to interview).
CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a 
      variety of sentence structures).
QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., changing the way we view the world).
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation and connected ideas (has an 

introduction and transitions to connect ideas, but lacks a conclusion, and the smooth progression of 
       ideas is occasionally impeded by errors).
DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas (details are occasionally obscured by errors).
M:   Response is mostly clear but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (sentence 
       structure errors: e.g., because it reflect about the beginning of the world..., How did the person do to  

the other people believe in that).
Score: 1

Emerging

Practice 2 CL: Response contains complex sentences (repetitive I would structure limits variety of sentences). 
QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., interview). 
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically organized 
       and/or connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction, connected ideas, and 
       a transition, but at times repetitive structures impede the smooth progression of ideas, and 

response lacks a conclusion). 
DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both 
       (descriptions are present, but they lack precision and elaboration). 
M:  Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning.

Practice 3 CL: Response is a list of words and short phrases (lists random objects rather than discussing  
whom the student would interview).

QL: Response contains at most commonly used Tier 1 words or short phrases.
CR: Response lacks a clear orientation, or organized or connected ideas, or closure due 
       to brevity.
DR: Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts.
M:   Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning (response is a list of words 
       that does not convey a complete thought).

       or

CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (repetitive structure I wanna limits  
      variety of sentences).
QL: Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately (e.g., 

interview, courage to stand up, judged by the color of our skin, fighting for equal rights).
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically 
  ganized and/or connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction, conclusion, 
       and connected ideas, but repetitive structure I wanna impedes smooth progression of ideas).
DR: Response includes many sufficiently and precisely detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or 
       both (details are consistently present throughout the response).
M:   Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.

CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient 
      command of a variety of sentence structures).
QL: Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and short phrases.
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation and connected 

ideas (has an introductory statement and some connected ideas, but errors obscure  
  connection and progression of ideas).

DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas (some descriptions are  
present, but they are vague, and first half of response repeats the same idea).

M:   Response contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (e.g., spelling errors;  
missing words; awkward phrases).

Score: 3

Expanding

Score: 0

Entering

Score: 4

Commanding

Score: 2

Practice 4

Practice 5

Transitioning
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1 Score: Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response

2 Score: Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response

3 Score: Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response

4 Score: Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response

5 Score:

Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet

Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response
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Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR (Narrative) Rubric
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Writing—Scoring Key Abbreviation Guide

87

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

(CL) = Complexity of Language

(QL) = Quality of Language

(CR) = Coherence of Response

(DR) = Degree of Response

(M) = Mechanics
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 1

92

Response continued 
on the next page
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 1 (Continued)

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 4: Commanding

Response contains a variety of expanded, compound, and complex sentences.

Response contains some grade-level words and phrases 
(e.g., every second Friday, agreed, gave us 10 minutes).

Response includes words and sentences that sufficiently introduce and complete thoughts, ideas, 
or both.

Response includes descriptions with many and varied details and two or more events in sequence.

Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 2

Response continued 
on the next page
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 2 (Continued)

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 3: Expanding

Response contains simple, expanded, compound, and complex sentences (repetitive and structure 
limits variety of sentences).

Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., librarian).

Response includes introductory and concluding words and sentences that provide partial 
organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (has an introduction and connected ideas, but the smooth 
progression of ideas is at times impeded by the repetitive use of the conjunction and).

Response includes descriptions with many details and two or more events in sequence 
(repetitive description of getting/finding a book limits variety of details).

Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning.
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 3

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 2: Transitioning

Response contains compound sentences.

Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., hundreds, stamp). 

Response includes introductory and/or concluding words and sentences that provide limited 
organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (has an introduction and a very brief body of 
connected ideas). 

Response includes some descriptions with minimal detail and/or two or more events in sequence 
(some details in a brief response). 

Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning 
(spelling errors: ones for once). 
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 4

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 1: Emerging

Response includes at least one expanded sentence (the first sentence is expanded and the attempt 
at a second expanded sentence is impeded by errors). 

Response contains common words and short phrases.

Response includes at least one sentence in an attempt to introduce or complete a thought 
or an idea. 

Response includes at least one description or two events in sequence. 

Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning 
(spelling errors obscure most of the response). 
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 5

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 0: Entering

Response contains few words and short phrases 
(any sentence structure present is obscured by errors).

Response contains at most frequently used words (most words are obscured by errors).

Response lacks a clear introduction or completion of a thought or an idea due to brevity 
(errors obscure meaning in most of response).

Response lacks development of descriptions or events in sequence.

Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 1

99

Practice #1

Grade 1–2

Score:

1
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 2

100

Practice #2

Grade 1–2

Score:

2
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 3

101

3

Practice #3

Grade 1–2

Score:
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 4
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Practice #4

Grade 1–2

Score:

4
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 5
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5

Practice #5

Grade 1–2

Score:
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Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item Key
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Practice 1 CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences. 
QL: Response contains many grade-level words and phrases (e.g., returned my books, children’s 

books, non-fiction, fiction, went back upstairs). 
CR: Response includes words and sentences that sufficiently introduce and complete thoughts, 
       ideas, or both. 
DR: Response includes descriptions with many and varied details and two or more events 
       in sequence. 
M: Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.Score: 4

Commanding

Practice 2 Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1. 
(student summarizes the passage instead of writing a new story about going to the library). 
CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences. 
QL: Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., dinosaurs). 
CR: Response includes introductory and/or concluding words and sentences that provide limited 
       organization of thoughts, ideas, or both. 
DR: Response includes some descriptions with minimal details and/or two or more events 
       in sequence. 
M: Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.

Practice 3
CL: Response contains few words and short phrases (development of sentence structure is 
      obscured by errors).
QL: Response contains at most frequently used words (most words are obscured by errors).
CR: Response lacks a clear introduction or completion of a thought or an idea due to brevity 
       (errors obscure meaning in most of response).
DR: Response lacks development of descriptions or events in sequence.
M: Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.

CL: Response contains mostly simple sentences and includes one compound sentence.
QL: Response contains common words and short phrases.
CR: Response includes introductory and/or concluding words and sentences that provide limited 
       organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (several brief, connected ideas).
DR: Response includes some descriptions with minimal details and two or more events 
       in sequence.
M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling errors: being 
     for bring, bake for back).

       logical

CL: Response contains simple, expanded, and compound sentences. 
QL: Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., non-fiction).
CR: Response includes introductory and concluding words and sentences that provide partial 
       organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (has an introduction and conclusion; ideas are  
       ly connected, but punctuation errors impede flow at times). 
DR: Response includes descriptions with many details and two or more events in sequence. 
M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (punctuation errors;  
     spelling errors: thar for there, mach for much, raed for read).

Score: 1

Emerging

Score: 0

Entering

Score: 2

Transitioning

Score: 3

Practice 4

Practice 5

Expanding
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1 Score: Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response

2 Score: Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response

3 Score: Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response

4 Score: Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response

5 Score:

Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Practice Item Score Sheet

Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 1

114

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 4: Commanding

Response contains a variety of simple, expanded, and complex sentences. 

Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately 
(e.g., technology, in season, convenient, growing population and demands for food, lack of supply).

Response includes sufficient orientation, logically organized and connected ideas, and closure to 
provide clear organization. 

Response includes many and varied precisely stated and linked claims and evidence, support, 
and closure. 

Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning 
(e.g., spelling errors: eren’t for aren’t).
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 2

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 3: Expanding

Response contains expanded and complex sentences. 

Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately 
(e.g., flip side of the coin, extremely well connected, in a single visit, unimaginable in the past).

Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically organized and/or 
connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction and connected ideas, but response 
lacks closure and at times lacks a smooth and clear progression of ideas). 

Response includes many stated and linked claims and evidence, support, and closure 
(some supported claims are present, but they lack sufficient elaboration). 

Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 3

116

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 2: Transitioning

Response contains expanded and complex sentences.

Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., beneficial, variety of foods).

Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, organized or connected 
ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has an introductory statement, a very brief body of connected 
ideas, and an abrupt ending).

Response includes some linked claims and evidence (brief response with few claims and 
minimal support).

Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (awkward phrases: there is 
a huge variety of fruits according to the time before Globalization, the prices change are affecting 
the countries).
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 4

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 1: Emerging

Response includes at least one expanded sentence (the first sentence is original while the 
following two paragraphs are completely copied from the passage).

Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and phrases.

Response includes at least one sentence that provides an orientation (has an introductory 
statement that provides an orientation, but the rest of the response is copied from the passage).

Response lacks development of claims and evidence or support 
(support is found only in copied text).

Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (original sentence is 
impeded by spelling and word choice errors: In this asamen and goin to toc about food prices like egg 
and milke  for In this assignment I’m going to talk about food prices like eggs and milk).
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 5

118

CL

QL

CR

DR

M

Score 0: Entering

Response includes at least one sentence (has a complete independent clause that expresses a 
complete thought).

Response contains at most commonly used Tier 1 words or short phrases (the usage of 
globalization does not clearly demonstrate knowledge of its meaning).

Response lacks a clear orientation, or organized or connected ideas, or closure due to brevity.

Response lacks development of claims and evidence or support (has a claim, but no support or 
evidence is provided).

Response is clear but lacks sufficient original language to rate Mechanics.
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 1
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Practice #1

Grade 7–8

Score:

1
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 2
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2

Practice #2

Grade 7–8

Score:
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 3

121

Practice #3

Grade 7–8

Score:

3
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 4
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Practice #4

Grade 7–8

Score:

4
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 5

123

Practice #5

Grade 7–8

Score:

5
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Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item Key

124

       or

Practice 1 CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a 
      variety of sentence structures).
QL: Response contains some Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately (e.g., globalization, 

overpriced, economy).
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically organized and/ 

or connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has a weak introduction and connected ideas that are well-
  ganized, but lacks closure and at times smooth progression of ideas is impeded by errors).
DR: Response includes many stated and linked claims and evidence (at times errors obscure some of the details).
M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (e.g., missing 
     words; punctuation errors; spelling errors: think for thing, increasion for increases).Score: 3

Expanding

Practice 2 CL: Response includes adapted text (both sentences are minimally altered from passage text). 
QL: Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and phrases (response is minimally  
      altered from passage text). 
CR: Response includes at least one sentence that provides an orientation, organized or 
       connected ideas, transitions, or closure (response is minimally altered from passage text). 
DR: Response includes at least one claim with evidence, support, or closure (response is 
       minimally altered from passage text). 
M: Response is clear but lacks sufficient original language to accurately rate Mechanics 
     (response is minimally altered from passage text).

Practice 3 CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences.
QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., exports). 
CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, organized or 
       connected ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has connected ideas, but response ends  
       abruptly and has an unclear introduction). 
DR: Response includes at least one claim with evidence, support, or closure.
M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning 
     (e.g., sentence fragment; missing words; punctuation errors).

CL: Response contains a variety of simple, expanded and complex sentences.
QL: Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately 
      (e.g., advantages and disadvantages, negative impact, exported, provide more variety). 
CR: Response includes sufficient organization, logically organized and connected ideas, and 
       closure to provide clear organization.
DR: Response includes many and varied precisely stated and linked claims and evidence, 
       support, and closure.
M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., missing words: 

have a positive and negative effect countries, ...because it exported; subject-verb  
     disagreement: Globalization effect people).

CL: Response is completely copied text (copied from the passage).
QL: Response contains at most commonly used Tier 1 words or short phrases (completely copied 
       from the passage).
CR: Response lacks a clear orientation, or organized or connected ideas, or closure due to 
       brevity (completely copied from the passage).
DR: Response lacks development of claims and evidence or support (completely copied from 
       the passage). 
M: Response is completely copied.

Score: 1

Emerging

Score: 2

Transitioning

Score: 4

Commanding

Score: 0

Practice 4

Practice 5

Entering
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1 Score: Grades 7–8 Extended Constructed Response

2 Score: Grades 7–8 Extended Constructed Response

3 Score: Grades 7–8 Extended Constructed Response

4 Score: Grades 7–8 Extended Constructed Response

5 Score:

Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR Practice Item Score Sheet

Grades 7–8 Extended Constructed Response
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 Kindergarten Writing Section
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Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing Rubric and Prompt
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Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing Samples 1–8

132

Response is recognizable as the correct letter. 
Response is uppercase.

Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)

Response is recognizable as the correct letter. 
Response includes other letters before or after the 
correct letter. 
Response is backward (reversal does not change it into a 
different letter).

Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)

Response is incorrect letters.

Score: 0 (Entering)

Response is an incorrect letter.

Score: 0 (Entering)

Response is recognizable as the correct letter. 
Response is lowercase.

Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)

Response is recognizable as the correct letter. 
Response includes other letters before the correct 
letter.

Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)

Response is an incorrect letter.

Score: 0 (Entering)

Response is not a recognizable letter.

Score: 0 (Entering)

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8
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Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing Practice Items 1–4
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1

3

2

4

Score: Score:

Score: Score:
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Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing—Practice Item Key

134

Score: 1

Practice 1 Emerging-Transitioning 

Response is recognizable as the correct letter. 

Response is backward (reversal does not change it into a different letter).

Score: 0

Practice 2 Entering 

Response is an incorrect letter.

Score: 1

Practice 3 Emerging-Transitioning

Response is recognizable as the correct letter.

Score: 0

Practice 4 Entering 

Response is incorrect letters.
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Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing—Practice Item Score Sheet
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1 Score: Grade K: Letter Writing

2 Score: Grade K: Letter Writing

3 Score: Grade K: Letter Writing

4 Score: Grade K: Letter Writing
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Writing—Grade K: Word Writing cat  Rubric and Prompt
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Writing—Grade K: Word Writing cat  Samples 1–6
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Response sequences all letters needed to produce 
the correct word. 
Response includes a backward letter (reversal 
does not change it into a different letter). 

Score: 2 (Commanding)

1

Response sequences most of the letters needed  
to produce the recognizable correct word 
(contains the correct initial and terminal
phonemes and letters, with an incorrect vowel). 
Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by 
using grade-appropriate spelling.

Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)

2

Response sequences most of the letters needed to 
produce the recognizable correct word (contains the 
correct initial phoneme with the rest of the letters 
correctly produced and sequenced). 
Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using 
grade-appropriate spelling. 
Response includes letters that may be both uppercase 
and lowercase.

Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)

3

Response sequences most of the letters needed 
to produce the recognizable correct word 
(contains the correct initial and terminal 
phonemes and letters, with a missing middle 
phoneme and letter). 
Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by 
using grade-appropriate spelling.

Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)

4

Response does not sequence letters needed to 
produce the recognizable correct word (while the 
student demonstrates some phonemic awareness 
of the initial and terminal phonemes, the 
response does not produce and sequence most 
of the correct letters in the correct order).

Score: 0 (Entering-Emerging)

5

Response does not sequence letters needed to 
produce the recognizable correct word.

Response is spelled incorrectly.

Score: 0 (Entering-Emerging)

6
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Writing—Grade K: Word Writing cat  Practice Items  1–6
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1 2

3 4

5 6

Score: Score:

Score: Score:

Score: Score:
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Writing—Grade K: Word Writing cat Practice Items 1–6 Key

140

Score: 0

Practice 1

  

Entering-Emerging 

Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word. 

Response is spelled incorrectly (without phonemic awareness).

Score: 0

Practice 2 Entering-Emerging 

Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word. 

Response is spelled incorrectly (without phonemic awareness).

Score: 1

Practice 3 Transitioning-Expanding

Response sequences most of the letters needed to produce the recognizable correct 
word (contains the correct initial and middle phonemes and letters, with an incorrect 
terminal phoneme and letter).

Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using grade-appropriate spelling.

Score: 0

Practice 4 Entering-Emerging 

Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word. 

Response is spelled incorrectly (without phonemic awareness).

Score: 0

Practice 5 Entering-Emerging 

Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word 
(most of the letters are out of sequence). 

Response is spelled incorrectly.

Score: 1

Practice 6 Transitioning-Expanding

Response sequences most of the letters needed to produce the recognizable correct 
word (contains the correct initial and terminal phonemes and letters, with an 
incorrect vowel).

Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using grade-appropriate spelling.
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Writing—Grade K: Word Writing—Practice Item Score Sheet
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1 Score: Grade K: Word Writing

2 Score: Grade K: Word Writing

3 Score: Grade K: Word Writing

4 Score: Grade K: Word Writing

5 Score: Grade K: Word Writing

6 Score: Grade K: Word Writing
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Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing Rubric and Prompt
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Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Samples 1–8

144

1 2

Response includes all words in the correct order.
Response includes grade-appropriate spelling 
(phonetic or inventive spelling).
Response does not include appropriate end 
punctuation.

Score: 2 (Commanding)
Response includes all words in the correct order.
Response does not have an initial capital letter.
Response includes grade-appropriate spelling 
(phonetic or inventive spelling).
Response does not include appropriate end 
punctuation.

Score: 2 (Commanding)

3

 

4

 

Response includes all words in the correct order. 

Score: 2 (Commanding)

Response includes most of the words in the 
correct order (initial and terminal words).
Response does not have an initial capital letter.  
Response does not include appropriate end 
punctuation.

Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)

5 6

Response includes most of the words in the 
correct order (initial and terminal words). 
Response does not have an initial capital letter. 
Response includes some incorrect spelling that is 
not phonetic or inventive. 

Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
Response includes most of the words in the 
correct order. 
Response does not have an initial capital letter. 
Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not 
phonetic or inventive (letter reversal turns a p into a q).  
Response does not include appropriate end punctuation.

Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)

7 8

Response includes most of the words in the correct order.
Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not 
phonetic or inventive (wiol  is unacceptable for will).
Response does not include appropriate  end 
punctuation.

Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)

Response is irrelevant. 
Response is a single word. 

Score: 0 (Entering-Emerging)
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Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Practice Item 1–6
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1 2

Score: Score:

3 4

Score: Score:

5 6

Score: Score:
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Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Practice Items 1–6 Key
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Score: 0

Practice 1
  

Entering-Emerging 

Response includes few or no target words (single relevant word).  

Response is irrelevant.

Score: 2

Practice 2 Commanding 

Response includes all words in the correct order.

Response includes grade-appropriate spelling (phonetic or inventive spelling).

Score: 1

Practice 3 Transitioning-Expanding 

Response includes most of the words in the correct order (initial and terminal words).

Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not phonetic or inventive. 

Response does not include appropriate end punctuation.

Score: 2

Practice 4 Commanding 

Response includes all words in the correct order.

Score: 1

Practice 5 Transitioning-Expanding 

Response includes most of the words in the correct order (initial and terminal words).

Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not phonetic or inventive.

Score: 0

Practice 6 Entering-Emerging 

Response includes one target word (Wil). 

Response does not include most of the target words in the correct order.

Response includes two incorrect spellings that are not phonetic or inventive (Wi, LPiY).
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Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Practice Item Score Sheet

147

1 Score: Grade K: Sentence Writing

2 Score: Grade K: Sentence Writing

3 Score: Grade K: Sentence Writing

4 Score: Grade K: Sentence Writing

5 Score: Grade K: Sentence Writing

6 Score: Grade K: Sentence Writing
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Writing—Grade K SCR Rubric
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Writing—Grade K SCR Prompt Instructions
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Writing—Grade K SCR Prompt (Page 1)
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Writing—Grade K SCR Prompt (Page 2)
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Writing—Grade K SCR Prompt (Page 3)
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 1
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 1 (Continued)
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C/QL

CR

M

Score 4: Commanding

Response contains complex and simple sentences.

Response includes a drawing and sentences to provide descriptions and events to write about 
a topic

Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning (punctuation error).
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 2

156

C/QL

CR

M

Score 3: Expanding

Response contains a complex sentence.

Response includes a drawing and a sentence to somewhat provide descriptions and events.

Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling error: brd for bird).
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 3

157

C/QL

CR

M

Score 2: Transitioning

Response contains a simple sentence.

Response includes a drawing and a sentence to somewhat provide descriptions and events to 
write about a topic.

Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (spelling 
errors in a brief response: bog for dog, jamp for jump).
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 4

158

C/QL

CR

M

Score 1: Emerging

Response is unintelligible.

Response includes a drawing to minimally provide descriptions and events (see note below).

Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning (text is a string of letters).

Note: If a response contains no text or incomprehensible text, but includes a drawing related to 
the prompt, the response will be scored as a holistic 1 (or a holistic 2, on the rare occasion 
that a drawing is very detailed).
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 5
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C/QL

CR

M

Score 1: Emerging

Response contains words and a short phrase.

Response includes only words and phrases to minimally provide descriptions.

Response contains errors that often obscure meaning (unsuccessful attempted sentence).
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 6

160

C/QL

CR

M

Score 0: Entering

Response contains zero words or short phrases.

Response includes zero words and no drawings to write about a topic (drawing is not recognizable 
as being related to the prompt).

Response contains zero words written in response to the prompt.
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 1

161

Practice #1

Grade K

Score:

1
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 2
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Practice #2

Grade K

Score:

2
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 3
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Practice #3

Grade K

Score:

3
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 4
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Practice #4

Grade K

Score:

4
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 5

166

5

Response continued 
on the next page
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 5 (Continued)
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Practice #5

Grade K

Score:
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item Key

168

Practice 1
C/QL: Response contains words. 

CR: Response includes a drawing and words to minimally provide descriptions and 
       events to write about a topic. 

M: Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.
Score: 1

Emerging

Practice 2
C/QL: Response contains one complex sentence. 

CR: Response includes a drawing and sentences to partially provide descriptions and 
       events to write about a topic. 

M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spellings 
     errors in a brief response: kos for ‘cause/because, wit for with).

     incompr

Practice 3
C/QL: Response is illegible or unintelligible (response is a string of letters and numbers). 

CR: Response includes zero words and no drawings to write about a topic.

M: Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning (string of 
     in ehensible letters or numbers).

          structur

     (f

C/QL: Response contains a simple sentence (attempt at more advanced sentence  
        e is impeded by errors). 

CR: Response includes a drawing and a sentence to somewhat provide descriptions 
       and events to write about a topic. 

M: Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning 
  requent spelling errors).

C/QL: Response contains expanded, compound, and complex sentences. 

CR: Response includes a drawing and sentences to provide descriptions and events to  
       write about a topic. 

M: Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.

Score: 3

Expanding

Score: 0

Entering

Score: 2

Transitioning

Score: 4

Practice 4

Practice 5

Commanding
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Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item Score Sheet

169

1 Score: Grade K: Short Constructed Response

2 Score: Grade K: Short Constructed Response

3 Score: Grade K: Short Constructed Response

4 Score: Grade K: Short Constructed Response

5 Score: Grade K: Short Constructed Response
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2019 NYSESLAT Resources

For Information 
or Assistance Contact

Questions regarding testing 
policies, accommodations, 

security breaches and 
sensitive student responses

Office of State Assessment 
Email: emscassessinfo@nysed.gov
Call: 518-474-5902

Questions regarding the 
provisions of ELL/MLL 
services in Bilingual 

Education and English as a 
New Language programs

Office of Bilingual Education and World Languages
Email: obewl@nysed.gov
Phone: 518-474-8775 (Albany office) 
Phone: 718-722-2445 (NYC office)

Questions regarding scoring 
of Speaking and Writing 
constructed-response 
questions or shipment 

of materials

MetriTech, Inc. Customer Service
Email: nyseslat@metritech.com
Phone: 800-747-4868
Fax: 217-398-5798

For regulatory or 
training assistance:

Regional Bilingual Education Resource Networks
http://www.nysed.gov/bilingual-ed/regional-
supportrberns

Machine-scannable 
answer sheets and local 

scanning services

RIC or Large-City Scanning Center
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/sirs/ric-big5.html

Information about the 
NYSESLAT and regular 

updates including the turnkey 
training materials and School 
Administrators Manual (SAM)

NYSESLAT Homepage
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat
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	Question: Tell me how honeybees help plants.
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 1
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• No response
	• Uses multiple words to
	• Uses connected phrases or a
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	respond
	simple sentence to respond
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Partially expresses thoughts 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Responds completely in a
	and ideas
	• Expresses complete thoughts
	language other than English
	• Frequent errors may obscure
	and ideas relevant to the
	• Uses one word to respond
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	topic
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Occasional errors in words
	thought or idea
	and structures may obscure
	• Unintelligible
	some meaning
	• Errors may totally obscure meaning



	Track 51
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Score:
	Practice #2
	Track 53
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Figure
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	2.
	Cirrus
	Stratus
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Fog
	Context: [Now let’s talk about clouds.] There are several different kinds of clouds. One kind ofcloud is a cirrus cloud. These clouds are thin and long and look like white lines on a sunny day. Dark gray clouds in the sky are called stratus clouds. They cover the sky like a blanket. Other clouds aren’t in the sky at all! Fog is a special kind of cloud that floats close to the ground. Fog can be dangerous because it makes it hard for people to see.
	Question: Tell me about different kinds of clouds.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
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	Score 2
	• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or
	• Uses connected phrases or a
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“I don’t know”
	simple sentence to respond
	sentences to respond
	• Uses at most multiple words
	• Expresses complete thoughts
	• May use limited expanded
	to respond
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	sentences
	• Does not express complete
	topic
	• Expresses connected and
	thoughts and ideas
	• Occasional errors in words
	complete thoughts and ideas
	• Frequent errors may obscure
	and structures may obscure
	relevant to the topic
	meaning
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Infrequent errors in words and structure may obscure some meaning



	Track 54
	Score:
	Practice #1
	Track 55
	Score:
	Practice #2
	Track 56
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	Practice #3
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	Figure
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Figure
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	Context: [Now let’s talk about the history of writing.] Today many people know how to write. But a long time ago, only a few people knew how to write. Writing was their job. These people were called scribes. Scribes often came from rich and powerful families. They wore special clothes to show they were important. Today, people have found ancient statues of scribes. People have also found their tools, which were sometimes made of gold. 
	Question: Tell me about scribes.
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 1
	Score 2
	• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or
	• Uses connected phrases or a
	• Uses connected simple
	“I don’t know”
	simple sentence to respond
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Uses at most multiple words
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• May use limited expanded
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	and ideas relevant to the
	sentences
	• Does not express complete
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Expresses connected and
	thoughts and ideas
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	complete thoughts and ideas
	• Frequent errors may obscure
	and structures may obscure
	relevant to the topic
	meaning
	some meaning
	• Infrequent errors in words and structure may obscure some meaning



	Track 57
	Score:
	Practice #1
	Track 58
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	Track 59
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Figure
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	Context: [Now let’s talk about honeybees.] Honeybees make honey by collecting nectar from flowers. They have special “honey stomachs” that turn the nectar into sugar and remove some of the water from it. They carry the nectar back to the hive where it is put into cells. Then all the bees flap their wings to dry even more water out of the nectar. When enough water is evaporated, what is left is the sweet mixture we call honey. Because honeybees build their hives in hollow spaces, humans can get bees to live 
	Question: Tell me how honeybees make honey.
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	Score 2
	• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or
	• Uses connected phrases or a
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“I don’t know”
	simple sentence to respond
	sentences to respond
	• Uses at most multiple words
	• Expresses complete thoughts
	• May use limited expanded
	to respond
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	sentences
	• Does not express complete
	topic
	• Expresses connected and
	thoughts and ideas
	• Occasional errors in words
	complete thoughts and ideas
	• Frequent errors may obscure
	and structures may obscure
	relevant to the topic
	meaning
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Infrequent errors in words and structure may obscure some meaning



	Track 60
	Score:
	Practice #1
	Track 61
	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Practice #3
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	Figure
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Context: You just learned about the history of writing. Today many people know how to write. But a long time ago, only a few people knew how to write. Writing was their job. These people were called scribes. Scribes often came from rich and powerful families. They wore special clothes to show they were important. Today, people have found ancient statues of scribes. People have also found their tools, which were sometimes made of gold. 
	Question: Tell me why you think scribes were important and respected. 
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 1
	Score 2
	• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	sentences
	• Uses at most connected
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• Generates a fluid response
	phrases or a simple sentence
	complete thoughts and ideas
	using linking words and
	to respond
	relevant to the topic
	phrases to sequence
	• May express complete
	• Infrequent errors in words
	complete thoughts and ideas
	thoughts and ideas
	and structure may obscure
	relevant to the topic
	• Occasional or frequent errors
	some meaning
	• No errors or infrequent errors
	in words and structures may obscure meaning
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
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	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Score:
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	Figure
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	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 1
	Score 2
	• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or
	• Uses connected simple
	• Uses connected expanded
	“I don’t know”
	sentences to respond
	sentences
	• Uses at most connected
	• Expresses connected and
	• Generates a fluid response
	phrases or a simple sentence
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	using linking words and
	to respond
	relevant to the topic
	phrases to sequence
	• May express complete
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	complete thoughts and ideas
	thoughts and ideas
	and structure may obscure
	relevant to the topic
	• Occasional or frequent errors
	some meaning
	• No errors or infrequent errors
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	that do not obscure meaning



	Track 66
	Score:
	Practice #1
	Track 67
	Score:
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Figure
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Context: You just learned about honeybees. Honeybees make honey by collecting nectar from flowers. They have special “honey stomachs” that turn the nectar into sugar and remove some of the water from it. They carry the nectar back to the hive where it is put into cells. Then all the bees flap their wings to dry even more water out of the nectar. When enough water is evaporated, what is left is the sweet mixture we call honey. Because honeybees build their hives in hollow spaces, humans can get bees to live 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 1
	Score 2
	• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or
	• Uses connected simple
	• Uses connected expanded
	“I don’t know”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	sentences
	• Uses at most connected
	• Expresses connected and
	• Generates a fluid response
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	using linking words and
	to respond
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	phrases to sequence
	• May express complete
	• Infrequent errors in words
	complete thoughts and ideas
	thoughts and ideas
	and structure may obscure
	relevant to the topic
	• Occasional or frequent errors
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	• No errors or infrequent errors
	in words and structures may obscure meaning
	that do not obscure meaning



	Track 69
	Score:
	Practice #1
	Track 70
	Score:
	Practice #2
	Track 71
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	Figure
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	2.
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 0
	Score 1
	Score 2
	• Responds with  “yes,” “no,” or
	• Uses connected simple
	• Uses connected expanded
	“I don’t know”
	sentences to respond
	sentences
	• Uses at most connected
	• Expresses connected and
	• Generates a fluid response
	phrases or a simple sentence
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	using linking words and
	to respond
	relevant to the topic
	phrases to sequence
	• May express complete
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	complete thoughts and ideas
	thoughts and ideas
	and structure may obscure
	relevant to the topic
	• Occasional or frequent errors
	some meaning
	• No errors or infrequent errors
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	that do not obscure meaning



	Track 72
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	44
	Grades: 3–4Emerging #1Tell me what other people do to communicate.
	[No response; rephrasing is read]“Draw.”
	0
	At first, the student does not respond to the prompt. After rephrasing is read, the student responds with one word. The administrator pauses before moving on with the test. Thisis scored a “0” at the Emerging level.
	45
	Grades: 3–4Emerging #2Tell me what other people do to communicate.
	“Call the other people… with the phone... Write with with with paper… and use the computer.”
	1
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	46
	Grades: 7–8Emerging #1
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“In the summertime, insects such as a worm, they . . . They go on their . . . Ladybugs go on leaves. . . . Mm . . . Bees find honey. Butterflies fly.”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with phrases and sentences to express thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “1” at the Emerging level.
	47
	Grades: 7–8Emerging #2
	Tell me some things that insects do in the summertime.
	“I don’t know.”
	0
	Student responds with “I don’t know.” This is scored a “0” at the Emerging level.
	48
	Grades: 3–4Transitioning #1
	Tell me how this woman’s letter got delivered to her friend.
	“Mmm the different people.”
	1
	Student uses multiple words torespond. Although the intendedmeaning is somewhat obscured,the response partially expressesan idea. This is rated a “1” at the Transitioning level.
	49
	Grades: 3–4Transitioning #2
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“Mmm… To be- to b- bu- one…
	mmm… one. [?] Mmm…”
	0
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“0” at the Transitioning level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Grades: 3–4Transitioning #3
	Tell me how this woman’s letter got delivered to her friend.
	“With uh with with a person.That’s called Pony Express.”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with a phraseand a simple sentence to express a complete thought. This is rated a “2” at the NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Track
	Track
	Track
	Track
	PLD/Page Question
	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	51
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“They . . . They . . .”
	0
	Student responds with one word in an attempt to express thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “0” at the Transitioning level.
	52
	Grades: 7–8Transitioning #2Tell me how honeybees help plants.
	“Cause they put more, . . . more plants inside . . . the flowers once they drop it.”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with at least a simple sentence to express complete thoughts and ideas relevant to the topic.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“Um . . . After they drink from the flower, and then something’s . . . Um . . . What’s stuck on their body.”
	1
	Student responds with multiple words to partially express thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “1” at the Transitioning level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Grades: 1–2 (Text)Expanding #1Tell me about different 
	kinds of clouds.
	“There are rainy . . . rainy clouds, thunder clouds, and snowballs.”
	1
	Student responds with a simple sentence to express complete thoughts and ideas relevant to the topic. This is scored a “1” at the Expanding level.
	55
	Grades: 1–2 (Text)Expanding #2Tell me about different 
	kinds of clouds.
	“Different kind of cloud can come on space.”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with a sentence which is not relevant to the topic. This is scored a “0” at the Expanding level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Grades: 1–2 (Text)Expanding #3Tell me about different 
	kinds of clouds.
	“They . . . Uh . . . frog clouds can m . . . can make people see weird. Gray cloud is cold. Strings clouds . . . what, white lines on a sunny day. There’s different kinds of cloud in the sky.”
	2
	Student responds with simple and expanded sentences to express complete thoughts and ideas relevant to the topic. This is scored a “2” at the Expanding level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Grades: 3–4 (Text)Expanding #1Tell me about scribes.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	2
	Student responds using simple and expanded sentences. Although meaning is obscured in the final sentence (“gold is there into 
	the write”), overall the response expresses connected and complete thoughts. This qualifies as a “2” at the Expanding level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Grades: 3–4 (Text)Expanding #2Tell me about scribes.
	“They’re rich and powerfulfamilies.”
	1
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	59
	Grades: 3–4 (Text)Expanding #3Tell me about scribes.
	“He no happy.”
	0
	Student uses a simple sentence to respond, but the response is not relevant to the topic. This is rated a “0” at the Expanding level.
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	Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items
	Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items
	Track
	Track
	Track
	Track
	PLD/Page Question
	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	60
	Grades: 7–8 (Text)Expanding #1Tell me how honeybees 
	make honey.
	“The honey bees make [?] honeyby collecting, mm, the [?] from the flower, and they put it into theirtheir, uh, their home, and then they, uh... and then they turn into sugar, and... [?] then they remove the water. And then it just became honey.”
	2
	Student uses connected sentences to respond to the prompt. The response integrates original languageand language from the question. Although the response contains grammatical errors and some words are not audible, it expresses connected ideas and meets the requirements for a “2” at theExpanding level.
	61
	Grades: 7–8 (Text)Expanding #2Tell me how honeybees 
	make honey.
	“Honeybees make honey because the human take a honey.”
	1
	Student responds with an expanded sentence but it does not express connected and completed thoughts, which does not qualify for a “2.”This is scored a “1” at the Expanding level.
	62
	Grades: 7–8 (Text)Expanding #3Tell me how honeybees 
	make honey.
	“To take some food to the flower.”
	0
	Although the student uses phrases to respond to the prompt, this does not express a complete thought. This is rated a “0” at the Expanding level.
	63
	Grades: 3–4 (Text)Commanding #1Tell me why you think scribes were important 
	and respected.
	“They were important becausethey gave people other things.”
	1
	Student uses a short expandedsentence to respond to thetopic. This is rated a “1” at theCommanding level.
	64
	Grades: 3–4 (Text)Commanding #2Tell me why you think scribes were important 
	and respected.
	“Scribes were important andrespected because they were one of the only ones that knew how to write. So they… a lot of people also wanted to write ‘cause also in the past, it was way um harder and different from now these days.”
	2
	Student uses connected expanded sentences to respond in a fluid manner. The student uses linking words and phrases to sequence and organize thoughts (“because,” “so
	they,” “different from”). This is a
	“2” at the Commanding level.
	65
	Grades: 3–4 (Text)Commanding #3Tell me why you think scribes were important 
	and respected.
	“Umm… scribes became rich and powerful families… and they they w- they wore special clotheses…and found ancient statues... And people found tools, which sometimes made of gold.”
	0
	Although this response includesconnected simple sentences, the language is entirely repeated from the text and it does not express clear ideas. This is rated a “0” at theCommanding level.
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	Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items
	Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items
	Track
	Track
	Track
	Track
	PLD/Page Question
	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	66
	Grades: 5–6 (Text)Commanding #1
	Tell me why light pollution is bad for people and the environment.
	“Um . . . Because it can burn your eyes and you cannot see”
	1
	Student responds with connected simple sentences to express complete thoughts and ideas relevant to the topic. This is scored a “1” at the Commanding level.
	67
	Grades: 5–6 (Text)Commanding #2
	Tell me why light pollution is bad for people and the environment.
	“Light pollution is very . . . um . . . bad or dangerous for the people and the environment because . . . um . . . The light pollution to people . . . um . 
	. .the human body does . . . um . . . Thinks that it doesn’t need to sleep because of the light. And for the environment, because animals who hunt at night become really confused by the light pollution.”
	0
	Student responds with both original language and language directly from the prompt. The student’s original language is made up of phrases that do not express complete thoughts. This is scored a “0” at the Commanding level.
	68
	Grades: 5–6 (Text)Commanding #3
	Tell me why light pollution is bad for people and the environment.
	“Light pollution is bad for people and the environment cause the human body thinks it doesn’t need to sleep because of the light.”
	2
	Response is fluid, using connected expanded sentences with linking words to express complete thoughts and ideas relevant to the topic. This is scored a “2” at the Commanding level.
	69
	Grades: 7–8 (Text)Commanding #1Tell me why bees are important for humans and the environment.
	“Well, honeybee, they give ushoney, so… [?] but it was honey. And um, they can pollinate crops and plants.”
	1
	Student uses connected simplesentences to respond to 
	the prompt. The response integrates both originallanguage and language from the passage. This is rated a “1” at the Commanding level.
	70
	Grades: 7–8 (Text)Commanding #2Tell me why bees are important for humans and the environment.
	“Mm, I- it helps, um, th- it helps the bees themselves to grow.”
	0
	Student uses a simple sentence to express a complete thought that is relevant to the topic. This is rated a “0” at the Commanding level.
	71
	Grades: 7–8 (Text)Commanding #3Tell me why bees are important for humans and the environment.
	“I think bees are important for the um, the um, bees are important for humans and the environment because it helps humans by providing food, like honey, and it helps the environment by, um, by- for bees to keep on, um, pollinating nearby crops and plants.”
	2
	Student uses expanded connectedsentences to respond. Althoughthere is some hesitation, overall the response is fluid and natural. Some phrases are borrowed 
	from the question, but these are incorporated into original language structures. This is rated a “2” at the Commanding level.
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	Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items
	Speaking—Transcripts, Scores, and Justifications for Practice Items
	Track
	Track
	Track
	Track
	PLD/Page Question
	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	72
	Grades: 9–12Commanding #1Why do you think it 
	was important for the students to visit a historical site?
	“Because they are know how tomake or how to produce like corns or to make food.”
	0
	Student responds with a simplesentence that contains multiplephrases to express a completethought relevant to the topic.The response contains occasional errors, but they 
	do not obscure meaning. This is scored a “0” at the Commanding level.
	73
	Grades: 9–12Commanding #2
	Why do you think it was important for the students to visit a historical site?
	“The important reason for thestudents visiting the historical site is for they can know how their like past um work, and how they cooked meals back back in those times.”
	2
	Student responds with connected expanded sentences to express complete thoughts relevant to the topic and generates the response in afluid manner. This is scored a 
	“2” at the Commanding level.
	74
	Grades: 9–12Commanding #3
	Why do you think it was important for the students to visit a historical site?
	“It was im- um it was importantfor the students to visit thehistorical site because they have a homework.
	1
	Student responds with an expanded sentence. This is scored a “1” at the Commanding level.
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	Additional Scored Speaking Samples
	Additional Scored Speaking Samples
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Context: 
	These students are in the art classroom.
	Modeling: 
	[POINT to BOY WITH SCISSORS] I see a boy cutting with scissors.Question: 
	Tell me what students do in art class.
	Rephrasing: 
	You can do a lot of things in art class. [POINT to BOY WITH SCISSORS] He is using scissors. What else is happening in art class?
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey TrainingNYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with a single word. This response is scored “0” at the Emerging level.
	Track 23 Score 1
	Student responds with multiple words and short phrases that partially express an idea. This is a “1” at the Emerging level. 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey TrainingNYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Figure

	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Context: 
	There are many different projects students can make in art class.Question: 
	Tell me how the students’ art projects are different.
	Track 24 Score 0
	Student responds with a single word repeated from the examiner. This is a “0” at the Transitioning level. 
	Track 25 Score 1
	Student responds by listing multiple words that do not constitute a sentence. This is a “1” at the Transitioning level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey TrainingScore 2
	Student responds with multiple disconnected sentences. There are occasional errors but the meaning is generally clear. This is a “2” at the Transitioning level.
	23NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Figure

	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	1.
	2.
	Context: 
	[POINT to PICTURE 1] These students are playing outside. 
	[POINT to PICTURE 2] Then the teacher calls everyone to line up. It is time to go inside.
	Question: 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey TrainingNYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with multiple words that do not constitute a sentence. This is rated a “0” at the Expanding level.
	Track 28 Score 1
	Student responds with a simple sentence. This is scored a “1” at the Expanding level.
	Track 29 Score 2
	Student responds with connected simple sentences and uses sequencing words 
	(“after that”) to show the order of events. There is some hesitation and pausing, but the students’ response is clear and comprehensible. This is a “2” at the Expanding level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey TrainingNYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Figure
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training

	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	2.
	3.
	Context: 
	It is morning and these students are walking into their classroom. They have coats and backpacks. Some students have lunchboxes. There are a lot of things to do to get ready for the day.
	Question: 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Track 30 Score 0
	Student responds with one sentence and a complete thought, which merits a score of “0” at the Commanding level. Note that the examiner makes a mistake in reading the text (“some questions have lunchboxes” instead of “some students have lunchboxes.”) but this does not have an impact on the response.
	Track 31 Score 1
	Student responds with connected but simple constructions. The student speaks slowly and makes a few minor errors but they minimally interfere with his meaning. This is a 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Track 32 Score 2
	Student responds with a series of fluid connected sentences. This is a “2” at the Commanding level.
	25NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Figure
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Figure
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	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	1.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	3.
	Context: 
	People write in different ways. Sometimes people write letters, e-mails, or messages to their friends. [POINT to PICTURE 1] This person is writing with a pen.
	Question: 
	Tell me about how people can write.Rephrasing: 
	You can write in many ways. [POINT to PICTURE 1] You can use a pen. What are some ways to write?
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	Student responds with “no.”  The examiner rephrases the question, and the student repeats the word “no.” This is scored a “0” at the Emerging level.
	Track 34 Score 1
	Student uses a sentence to express thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “1” at the Emerging level.
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	1.
	2.
	Context:
	People who work on ships need to communicate with people on land. They use flags to help communicate. In these pictures, the man on the boat used flags to communicate with his co-worker on land.
	Question:
	Tell me why it is important for people on boats to communicate with people on land.
	Track 35 Score 0
	Student responds with a repetition of the prompt and “I don’t know.” This is scored a “0” at the Transitioning level.
	Track 36 Score 1
	Student uses multiple words to respond. An error obscures some meaning (“cannot lost”), and the response partially expresses thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “1” at the Transitioning level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey TrainingScore 2
	Student responds with connected phrases to completely express thoughts and ideas relevant to the topic. This is scored a “2” at the Transitioning level.
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	Context: 
	This person is reading braille by touching dots on a page. People who are visually impaired may read braille. When they touch the dots, they also feel the different shapes. That way, they know what the words are. 
	Question:
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Track 38 Score 0
	Student responds with multiple words that do not constitute a connected phrase or simple sentence. This is scored a “0” at the Expanding level.
	Track 39 Score 1
	Student responds with connected phrases. This is a “1” at the Expanding level.
	Track 40 Score 2
	Student responds with multiple connected sentences, which contain some errors in word choice, but these errors minimally obscure meaning. This response qualifies as a “2” at the Expanding level.
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	1.
	2.
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	4.
	Context:
	Marlena used several steps to write her report on the forest. She came up with ideas, did research, and then she wrote a first draft. Finally, she rewrote the draft and typed the final version to give to her teacher.
	Question:
	Tell me how following these steps helps her to write a good report.
	Track 41 Score 0
	Student responds with a simple sentence containing errors in structures that obscure meaning (“do she don’t”). This is scored a “0” at the Commanding level.
	Track 42 Score 1
	Student responds with connected sentences and phrases, but is disfluent with many starts and stops, and some meaning is obscured. This is a “1” at the Commanding level.
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	Student responds with connected expanded sentences in a fluid manner and uses a sequencing word to connect relevant and complete thoughts. This is rated a “2” at the Commanding level.
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	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure
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	PLD/Page Question
	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	22
	Grade: KEmerging #1Tell me what students 
	do in art class.
	“Draw?”
	0
	Student responds with a single word. This response is scored 
	“0” at the Emerging level.
	23
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	do in art class.
	“Mm boy paint... Cut in the- in the paper, and then this boy in make in a triangle, in square and then [?] he’s make in the pink house sunny in [?]”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with multiplewords and short phrases thatpartially express an idea. This is a “1” at the Emerging level.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Grade: KTransitioning #1
	Tell me how the students’ art projects are different.
	“Different.”
	0
	Student responds with a single word repeated from the examiner. This is a “0” at the Transitioning level.
	25
	Grade: KTransitioning #2
	Tell me how the students’ art projects are different.
	“Uhh, mm, painting scissors drawing [?] flower.”
	1
	Student responds by listing multiple words that do not constitute a sentence. This is a 
	“1” at the Transitioning level.
	26
	Grade KTransitioning #3
	Tell me how the students’ art projects are different.
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	2
	Student responds with multipledisconnected sentences. There are occasional errors but the meaning is generally clear. This is a “2” at the Transitioning level.
	27
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	it is time to go inside.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	0
	Student responds with multiplewords that do not constitute asentence. This is rated a “0” at the Expanding level.
	28
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	it is time to go inside.
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	Student responds with a simple sentence. This is scored a “1” at the Expanding level.
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	Grade: KExpanding #3Tell me what happens when the teacher says 
	it is time to go inside.
	“They have to put the the the ball away... and after that they have to line up.”
	2
	Student responds with connect-ed simple sentences and usessequencing words (“after that”) to show the order of events. There is some hesitation and pausing, but the students’ response is clear andcomprehensible. This is a “2” at the Expanding level.
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	Track
	Track
	Track
	Track
	PLD/Page Question
	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	30
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	for the school day?
	“I, I hung up all my stuff.”
	0
	Student responds with onesentence and a complete thought, which merits a score of “0” at the Commanding level. Note that the examiner makes a mistake in reading the text (“some questions have lunchboxes” instead of “some students have lunchboxes.”) but this does not have an impact on the response.
	31
	Grade: KCommanding #2How do you get ready 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“Mmm, mmm, I get ready forschool, and then I can unpack my folder and my noteback and my backpack and my and my things to give to give thing to teachers.”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
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	his meaning. This is a “1” at the Commanding level because of the student’s lack of fluidity and use of simple sentences.
	32
	Grade: KCommanding #3How do you get ready 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“I put on my jacket and mysweater, and I brush my teeth,I eat snack, and I go to school,and I go inside and take out myhomework out and give it to the teacher, and we go like we go sit down on the rug.”
	2
	Student responds with a series of fluid connected sentences. This is a “2” at the Commanding level.
	33
	Grades: 5–6Emerging #1Tell me about how people can write.
	“No” 
	(Teacher uses rephrasing) “No”
	0
	Student responds with “no.” NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	34
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	“They can write by . . . Uh . . . Uh by the ink.”
	1
	Student uses a sentence to express thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “1” at the Emerging level.
	35
	Grades: 5–6Transitioning #1
	Tell me why it is important for people on boats to communicate with people on land.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	0
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	36
	Grades: 5–6Transitioning #2
	Tell me why it is important for people on boats to communicate with people on land.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	1
	Student uses multiple words to respond. An error obscures some meaning (“cannot lost”), and 
	the response partially expresses thoughts and ideas. This is scored a “1” at the Transitioning level.
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	Transcription
	Score
	Justification
	37
	Grades: 5–6Transitioning #3
	Tell me why it is important for people on boats to communicate with people on land.
	“It’s important for people to communicate in a boat because if the person . . . Um . . . They waiting for, it’s not the person they wanted them to come . . . “
	2
	Student responds with connected phrases to completely express thoughts and ideas relevant to the topic. This is scored a “2” at the Transitioning level.
	38
	Grades: 5–6Expanding #1
	Tell me how people use braille.
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	0
	Student responds with multiple words that do not constitute 
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	39
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Tell me how people use braille.
	“By touching them and theyfeeling it, um… that’s it.”
	1
	Student responds with connected phrases. This is a “1” at the Expanding level.
	40
	Grades: 5–6Expanding #3
	Tell me how people use braille.
	“By they using their hands, andlike they can’t see because theyhave blind eyes, like they use it for like computers something like that and to [?]”
	2
	Student responds with multipleconnected sentences, which contain some errors in word choice, but these errors minimally obscure meaning. This response qualifies as a
	“2” at the Expanding level.
	41
	Grades: 5–6Commanding #1
	Tell me how following these steps helps her to write a good report.
	“mm do she don’t get confused.”
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with a simple sentence containing errors in structures that obscure meaning (“do she don’t”). This is scored a 
	“0” at the Commanding level.
	42
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Tell me how following these steps helps her to write a good report.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	1
	Student responds with connected sentences and phrases, but is disfluent with many starts and stops, and some meaning is obscured. This is a “1” at the Commanding level.
	43
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Tell me how following these steps helps her to write a good report.
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	NYSESLAT • 2019 Turnkey Training
	Student responds with connected expanded sentences in a fluid manner and uses a sequencing word to connect relevant and complete thoughts. This is rated a “2” at the Commanding level.
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	Writing—Scoring Key Abbreviation Guide
	Writing—Scoring Key Abbreviation Guide
	CL
	CL
	CL
	CL
	(CL) = Complexity of Language
	QL
	(QL) = Quality of Language
	CR
	(CR) = Coherence of Response
	DR
	(DR) = Degree of Response
	M
	(M) = Mechanics
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	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 3)
	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Prompt (Page 3)
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 1
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 1
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	CL
	esponse contains aew words or short phases.
	Response contains a variety of expanded and complex sentences.
	QL
	Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., topic, certain places, stagecoach, now 
	Response contains aequentlyds ocabularom the ompt used iectlthat I’m alive, engine, speed).
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development, and completion 
	Response lacks a cleoduction or completion of a thought etof linked thoughts and ideas to provide clear and sufficient organization.
	DR
	Response lacks descriptions of thoughts, feelings, or ideas.
	Response includes many sufficiently detailed descriptions of ideas and facts.
	M
	Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling error: sertent for 
	Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.certain; punctuation errors; some awkward phrases).
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 2
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 2
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	CL
	Response contains expanded and complex sentences (repetitive structures the difference is and the similar thing is limit variety of sentences).
	QL
	Response contains some Tier 2 words (e.g., vehicles, similar).
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development, and completion of linked thoughts and ideas to provide partial organization (the first two sentences function as an introduction to the topic; the rest of the response is grouped by similarities and differences, but ideas lack sufficient development).
	DR
	Response includes many detailed descriptions of ideas and facts (many similarities and differences are provided, but descriptions lack sufficient detail at times).
	M
	Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., spelling error: subwas for subways).
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 3
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 3
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	CL
	Response includes at least one expanded sentence.
	QL
	Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide a limited introduction, development, and/or completion of linked thoughts, ideas, or both (ideas are linked and progression is evident, but additional organization and development are impeded by errors).
	DR
	Includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (additional details obscured by errors).
	M
	Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (e.g., missing words; spelling errors: horst for horse, wodr for wood, frut for front, suf for soft; usage error: they for there).
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 4
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 4
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	CL
	Response includes at least one expanded sentence (errors obscure sentence structures in much of response; some text is copied from passage).
	QL
	Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.
	CR
	Response includes at least one sentence to introduce, develop, or complete thoughts or ideas (errors obscure organizational elements in much of response).
	DR
	Response includes at least one description of an idea or a fact (errors obscure details in much of response).
	M
	Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (spelling errors obscure meaning throughout the response).
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 5
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Sample 5
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	CL
	Response contains few words or short phrases.
	QL
	Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.
	CR
	Response lacks a clear introduction, or development of a thought or an idea, or completion due to brevity.
	DR
	Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts.
	M
	Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.
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	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 1
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 1
	1
	Grade 3–4
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 2
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 2
	2
	Grade 3–4
	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 3
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 3
	3
	Grade 3–4
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 4
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 4
	4
	Grade 3–4
	Score:
	Practice #4
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 5
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item 5
	5
	Grade 3–4
	Score:
	Practice #5
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	Figure
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	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item Key
	Writing—Grades 3–4: SCR Practice Item Key
	Practice 1
	Emerging
	Score:1
	Practice 2
	Expanding
	Score:3
	Practice 3
	Entering
	Score:0
	Practice 4
	Commanding
	Score:4
	Practice 5
	Transitioning
	Score:2
	CL: Response contains short phrases and simple sentences (elements that would create a        complex sentence are obscured by errors). 
	CL: Response contains short phrases and simple sentences (elements that would create a        complex sentence are obscured by errors). 
	CL: Response contains short phrases and simple sentences (elements that would create a        complex sentence are obscured by errors). 
	CL: Response contains short phrases and simple sentences (elements that would create a        complex sentence are obscured by errors). 
	QL: Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases. 
	CR: Response contains at least one sentence to introduce, develop, or complete thoughts        or ideas. 
	DR: Response includes at least one description of an idea or fact. 
	M: Response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (spelling and grammar errors).
	CL: Response contains simple, expanded, and complex sentences (does not demonstrate        sufficient command ariety of sentence structures).
	QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., transportation, engine).CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development,
	       and completiinked thoughts, ideas, or both to provide partial organization (has 
	       an introduction, conclusion, and connected ideas, but errors occasionally impede the clear        progression of ideas).
	DR: Response includes many detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (errors occasionally obscure details).
	M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning
	     (e.g., spelling errors: hafe for half; word usage errors: transportation, danger; awkward/      unclear phrases: train is danger is because, most of it is hours pulling to move, is alote of different).
	CL: Response is completely copied text (copied from passage).
	QL: Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases      (completely copied from passage).
	CR: Response lacks a clear introduction, or development of a thought or an idea, or      completion due to brevity (completely copied from passage).
	DR: Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts (completely copied from passage).
	M: Response is completely copied.
	CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences.
	QL: Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., in the present, stagecoach,     transportation, leather, a rough year).
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide an introduction, development, and        completiinked thoughts, ideas, or both to provide clear and sufficient organization.
	DR: Response includes many sufficiently detailed descriptions of ideas and facts.
	M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (punctuation errors;       spelling errors: I for in, trian for train).
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences.
	QL: Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and short phrases.CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide a limited introduction,
	       development, and/or completion of linked thoughts, ideas, or both (has a few  ansitional devices to provide some connection of ideas; response is mainly organized y grouping similarities and differences).
	DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both.
	M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning     (first two sentencve awkward structure).
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	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet
	Writing—Grades 3–4 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet
	1
	2
	3
	4
	5
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 3–4 Short Constructed Response
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	Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Rubric
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
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	Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Prompt (Page 3)
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 1
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 1
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	CL
	Response contains a variety of expanded and complex sentences.
	QL
	Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., entire universe, create new planets, exist, gravitational force, objects, mass).
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logical development of ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction and organized and connected ideas, but lacks a clear conclusion, and at times lacks a smooth flow between ideas).
	DR
	Response includes many sufficiently and precisely detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both.
	M
	Response is clear and has minimal errors that obscure meaning 
	(e.g., were not exist for would not exist).
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 2
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 2
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	CL
	Response contains simple, expanded, and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a variety of sentence structures).
	QL
	Response contains some Tier 2 words and phrases 
	(e.g., floating towards space, mother nature, humanity).
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, development of ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has an introductory and concluding statement and connected ideas, but ideas are often repetitive and lack a clear and logical progression).
	DR
	Response includes some detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (many of the details provided repetitively describe the idea that gravity holds objects down).
	M
	Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling errors: endanger for endangered, wan’t for weren’t or wasn’t).
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 3
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 3
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	CL
	Response includes at least one expanded or complex sentence (first and last sentences are copied from the passage/prompt).
	QL
	Response contains a few Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., exercise). 
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, development of ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has an introduction, but only one of the following sentences is clearly connected; other original sentence is not connected well enough to create a logical development of ideas).
	DR
	Response includes some detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (relevant details are occasionally present in the response; Because no food no drinks is not clearly tied to central idea of the response).
	M
	Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (word choice errors: has for have, should for would; sentence structure error: Because, no food, no drinks and our body needs do exercise; walking).
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 4
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 4
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	CL
	Response includes at least one sentence (majority of response is copied from passage, with one original sentence: One ball was mor heavy that other boll; elements that would make original sentence expanded are obscured by errors).
	QL
	Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and short phrases (more advanced Tier 2 vocabulary is only present in copied text).
	CR
	Response includes words and at least one sentence to introduce, develop, transition, or conclude ideas (single original sentence).
	DR
	Response includes at least one description of an idea or a fact (single original sentence compares the two balls).
	M
	Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (spelling error that for than obscures structure of original sentence).
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 5
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Sample 5
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	CL
	Response contains short phrases 
	(most of response is copied from passage; only first line is original).
	QL
	Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases.
	CR
	Response lacks a clear orientation, or development of an idea, or closure due to brevity (original text does not clearly express an idea).
	DR
	Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts.
	M
	Response contains errors that totally obscure meaning (original text does not clearly express an idea).
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 1
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 1
	1
	Grade 5–6
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 2
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 2
	2
	Grade 5–6
	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 3
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 3
	3
	Grade 5–6
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 4
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 4
	4
	Grade 5–6
	Score:
	Practice #4
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 5
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item 5
	5
	Grade 5–6
	Score:
	Practice #5
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	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item Key
	Writing—Grades 5–6: SCR Practice Item Key
	Practice 1
	Transitioning
	Score:2
	Practice 2
	Entering
	Score:0
	Practice 3
	Commanding
	Score:4
	Practice 4
	Emerging
	Score:1
	Practice 5
	Expanding
	Score:3
	CL: Response contains complex sentences. 
	CL: Response contains complex sentences. 
	CL: Response contains complex sentences. 
	CL: Response contains complex sentences. 
	QL: Response contains some Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., float in the air, exterior space, oxygen). 
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation,        development of ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has an introduction, conclusion,       and a very brief body of connected ideas). 
	DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both. 
	M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure      meaning (e.g., grammar errors; missing punctuation; spelling error: state for stay).
	CL: Response is completely copied text (copied from prompt directions).
	QL: Response contains at most frequently used Tier 1 words or predictable phrases        (completely copied from prompt directions).
	CR: Response lacks a clear orientation, or development of an idea, or closure due to brevity       (completely copied from prompt directions).
	DR: Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts (completely copied from prompt directions).
	M: Response is completely copied text.
	CL: Response contains a variety of simple, expanded, and complex sentences.
	QL: Response contains many Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., objects on earth, a shudder went  through my bones, siblings, gravity). 
	CR: Response includes sufficient orientation, logical development of ideas, and closure to provide        cganization.
	DR: Response includes many sufficiently and precisely detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or        both (details are consistently present throughout the response in precise ways; uses         narrative elements to explain how gravity is important).
	M: Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning.
	Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1. (describes the effects of throwing objects from a high place but does not discuss the importance of gravity).
	CL: Response includes expanded sentences.
	QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., arrived).
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, development of        idansitions, and/or closure (has several connected, briefly developed ideas).
	DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both.
	M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., missing subject: a minute later threw down; spelling errors: octag for ?, by for my).
	CL: Response contains a variety of simple, expanded, and complex sentences.
	QL: Response contains some Tier 2 words and phrases (e.g., force, floating away, revolving).CR: Response includes sufficient orientation, logical development of ideas, and closure to 
	  ovide clear organization (has an introduction, conclusion, and well-organized ideas linked        by transitions).
	DR: Response includes many detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both (descriptions found    oughout response, but at times they lack sufficient elaboration).
	M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., missing      punctuation; missing verb in the last sentence: And that why gravity is important to us.).
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	Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet
	Writing—Grades 5–6 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet
	1
	2
	3
	4
	5
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 5–6 Short Constructed Response
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	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Rubric
	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Rubric
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	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Prompt (Page 1)
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	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Prompt (Page 2)
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	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Prompt (Page 3)
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	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 1
	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 1
	1
	Grade 9–12
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 2
	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 2
	2
	Grade 9–12
	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 3
	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 3
	3
	Grade 9–12
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 4
	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 4
	4
	Grade 9–12
	Score:
	Practice #4
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	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 5
	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item 5
	5
	Grade 9–12
	Score:
	Practice #5
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	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item Key
	Writing—Grades 9–12: SCR Practice Item Key
	Practice 1
	Emerging
	Score:1
	Practice 2
	Expanding
	Score:3
	Practice 3
	Entering
	Score:0
	Practice 4
	Commanding
	Score:4
	Practice 5
	Transitioning
	Score:2
	Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1 
	Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1 
	Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1 
	Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1 
	(student discusses wanting to do an oral history project instead of whom the student would like to interview).
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a       variety of sentence structures).
	QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., changing the way we view the world).CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation and connected ideas (has an 
	introduction and transitions to connect ideas, but lacks a conclusion, and the smooth progression of        ideas is occasionally impeded by errors).
	DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas (details are occasionally obscured by errors).
	M:   Response is mostly clear but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (sentence        structure errors: e.g., because it reflect about the beginning of the world..., How did the person do to  the other people believe in that).
	CL: Response contains complex sentences (repetitive I would structure limits variety of sentences). QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., interview). 
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically organized        and/or connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction, connected ideas, and        a transition, but at times repetitive structures impede the smooth progression of ideas, and response lacks a conclusion). 
	DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or both        (descriptions are present, but they lack precision and elaboration). 
	M:  Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning.
	CL: Response is a list of words and short phrases (lists random objects rather than discussing  whom the student would interview).
	QL: Response contains at most commonly used Tier 1 words or short phrases.
	CR: Response lacks a clear orientation, or organized or connected ideas, or closure due        to brevity.
	DR: Response lacks descriptions of ideas or facts.
	M:   Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning (response is a list of words        that does not convey a complete thought).
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (repetitive structure I wanna limits        variety of sentences).
	QL: Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately (e.g., interview, courage to stand up, judged by the color of our skin, fighting for equal rights).
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically 
	  ganized and/or connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction, conclusion,        and connected ideas, but repetitive structure I wanna impedes smooth progression of ideas).
	DR: Response includes many sufficiently and precisely detailed descriptions of ideas, facts, or        both (details are consistently present throughout the response).
	M:   Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient       command of a variety of sentence structures).
	QL: Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and short phrases.
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation and connected ideas (has an introductory statement and some connected ideas, but errors obscure    connection and progression of ideas).
	DR: Response includes some minimally detailed descriptions of ideas (some descriptions are  present, but they are vague, and first half of response repeats the same idea).
	M:   Response contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (e.g., spelling errors;  missing words; awkward phrases).
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	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet
	Writing—Grades 9–12 SCR Practice Item Score Sheet
	1
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	4
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	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response
	Grades 9–12 Short Constructed Response
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	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR (Narrative) Rubric
	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR (Narrative) Rubric
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	Writing—Scoring Key Abbreviation Guide
	Writing—Scoring Key Abbreviation Guide
	CL
	CL
	CL
	CL
	(CL) = Complexity of Language
	QL
	(QL) = Quality of Language
	CR
	(CR) = Coherence of Response
	DR
	(DR) = Degree of Response
	M
	(M) = Mechanics
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	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 1)
	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 1)
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 2)
	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 2)
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	Figure

	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 3)
	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 3)
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	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 4)
	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Prompt (Page 4)
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 1
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 1
	Response continued on the next page
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 1 (Continued)
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 1 (Continued)
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	CL
	Response contains a variety of expanded, compound, and complex sentences.
	QL
	Response contains some grade-level words and phrases 
	(e.g., every second Friday, agreed, gave us 10 minutes).
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that sufficiently introduce and complete thoughts, ideas, or both.
	DR
	Response includes descriptions with many and varied details and two or more events in sequence.
	M
	Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 2
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 2
	Response continued on the next page
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 2 (Continued)
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 2 (Continued)
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	CL
	Response contains simple, expanded, compound, and complex sentences (repetitive and structure limits variety of sentences).
	QL
	Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., librarian).
	CR
	Response includes introductory and concluding words and sentences that provide partial organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (has an introduction and connected ideas, but the smooth progression of ideas is at times impeded by the repetitive use of the conjunction and).
	DR
	Response includes descriptions with many details and two or more events in sequence (repetitive description of getting/finding a book limits variety of details).
	M
	Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning.
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 3
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 3
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	CL
	Response contains compound sentences.
	QL
	Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., hundreds, stamp). 
	CR
	Response includes introductory and/or concluding words and sentences that provide limited organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (has an introduction and a very brief body of connected ideas). 
	DR
	Response includes some descriptions with minimal detail and/or two or more events in sequence (some details in a brief response). 
	M
	Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling errors: ones for once). 
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 4
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 4
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	CL
	Response includes at least one expanded sentence (the first sentence is expanded and the attempt at a second expanded sentence is impeded by errors). 
	QL
	Response contains common words and short phrases.
	CR
	Response includes at least one sentence in an attempt to introduce or complete a thought or an idea. 
	DR
	Response includes at least one description or two events in sequence. 
	M
	Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (spelling errors obscure most of the response). 
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 5
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Sample 5
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	CL
	Response contains few words and short phrases 
	(any sentence structure present is obscured by errors).
	QL
	Response contains at most frequently used words (most words are obscured by errors).
	CR
	Response lacks a clear introduction or completion of a thought or an idea due to brevity (errors obscure meaning in most of response).
	DR
	Response lacks development of descriptions or events in sequence.
	M
	Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 1
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 1
	1
	Grade 1–2
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 2
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 2
	2
	Grade 1–2
	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 3
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 3
	3
	Grade 1–2
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 4
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 4
	4
	Grade 1–2
	Score:
	Practice #4
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 5
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item 5
	5
	Grade 1–2
	Score:
	Practice #5
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	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item Key
	Writing—Grades 1–2: ECR Practice Item Key
	Practice 1
	Commanding
	Score:4
	Practice 2
	Emerging
	Score:1
	Practice 3
	Entering
	Score:0
	Practice 4
	Transitioning
	Score:2
	Practice 5
	Expanding
	Score:3
	CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences. 
	CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences. 
	CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences. 
	CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences. 
	QL: Response contains many grade-level words and phrases (e.g., returned my books, children’s books, non-fiction, fiction, went back upstairs). 
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that sufficiently introduce and complete thoughts,        ideas, or both. 
	DR: Response includes descriptions with many and varied details and two or more events        in sequence. 
	M: Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.
	Responses that are completely irrelevant to the prompt can score no higher than 1. (student summarizes the passage instead of writing a new story about going to the library). 
	CL: Response contains simple and expanded sentences. 
	QL: Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., dinosaurs). 
	CR: Response includes introductory and/or concluding words and sentences that provide limited        organization of thoughts, ideas, or both. 
	DR: Response includes some descriptions with minimal details and/or two or more events        in sequence. 
	M: Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.
	CL: Response contains few words and short phrases (development of sentence structure is       obscured by errors).
	QL: Response contains at most frequently used words (most words are obscured by errors).CR: Response lacks a clear introduction or completion of a thought or an idea due to brevity 
	       (errors obscure meaning in most of response).
	DR: Response lacks development of descriptions or events in sequence.
	M: Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.
	CL: Response contains mostly simple sentences and includes one compound sentence.QL: Response contains common words and short phrases.
	CR: Response includes introductory and/or concluding words and sentences that provide limited        organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (several brief, connected ideas).
	DR: Response includes some descriptions with minimal details and two or more events        in sequence.
	M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling errors: being      for bring, bake for back).
	CL: Response contains simple, expanded, and compound sentences. 
	QL: Response contains a few grade-level words and phrases (e.g., non-fiction).
	CR: Response includes introductory and concluding words and sentences that provide partial        organization of thoughts, ideas, or both (has an introduction and conclusion; ideas are         ly connected, but punctuation errors impede flow at times). 
	DR: Response includes descriptions with many details and two or more events in sequence. 
	M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (punctuation errors;       spelling errors: thar for there, mach for much, raed for read).
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	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Practice Item Score Sheet
	Writing—Grades 1–2 ECR Practice Item Score Sheet
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	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
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	Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response
	Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response
	Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response
	Grades 1–2 Extended Constructed Response
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	Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR (Informational) Rubric
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	Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR Prompt (Page 1)
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	Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR Prompt (Page 2)
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	Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR Prompt (Page 3)
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	Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR Prompt (Page 4)
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	Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR Prompt (Page 5)
	Writing—Grades 7–8 ECR Prompt (Page 5)
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 1
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 1
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	CL
	Response contains a variety of simple, expanded, and complex sentences. 
	QL
	Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately 
	(e.g., technology, in season, convenient, growing population and demands for food, lack of supply).
	CR
	Response includes sufficient orientation, logically organized and connected ideas, and closure to provide clear organization. 
	DR
	Response includes many and varied precisely stated and linked claims and evidence, support, and closure. 
	M
	Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning 
	(e.g., spelling errors: eren’t for aren’t).
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 2
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 2
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	CL
	Response contains expanded and complex sentences. 
	QL
	Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately 
	(e.g., flip side of the coin, extremely well connected, in a single visit, unimaginable in the past).
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically organized and/or connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has an introduction and connected ideas, but response lacks closure and at times lacks a smooth and clear progression of ideas). 
	DR
	Response includes many stated and linked claims and evidence, support, and closure (some supported claims are present, but they lack sufficient elaboration). 
	M
	Response is clear and contains no errors that obscure meaning
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 3
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 3
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	CL
	Response contains expanded and complex sentences.
	QL
	Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., beneficial, variety of foods).
	CR
	Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, organized or connected ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has an introductory statement, a very brief body of connected ideas, and an abrupt ending).
	DR
	Response includes some linked claims and evidence (brief response with few claims and minimal support).
	M
	Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (awkward phrases: there is a huge variety of fruits according to the time before Globalization, the prices change are affecting the countries).
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 4
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 4
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	CL
	Response includes at least one expanded sentence (the first sentence is original while the following two paragraphs are completely copied from the passage).
	QL
	Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and phrases.
	CR
	Response includes at least one sentence that provides an orientation (has an introductory statement that provides an orientation, but the rest of the response is copied from the passage).
	DR
	Response lacks development of claims and evidence or support (support is found only in copied text).
	M
	Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning (original sentence is impeded by spelling and word choice errors: In this asamen and goin to toc about food prices like egg and milke  for In this assignment I’m going to talk about food prices like eggs and milk).
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 5
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Sample 5
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	CL
	Response includes at least one sentence (has a complete independent clause that expresses a complete thought).
	QL
	Response contains at most commonly used Tier 1 words or short phrases (the usage of globalization does not clearly demonstrate knowledge of its meaning).
	CR
	Response lacks a clear orientation, or organized or connected ideas, or closure due to brevity.
	DR
	Response lacks development of claims and evidence or support (has a claim, but no support or evidence is provided).
	M
	Response is clear but lacks sufficient original language to rate Mechanics.
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 1
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 1
	1
	Grade 7–8
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 2
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 2
	2
	Grade 7–8
	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 3
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 3
	3
	Grade 7–8
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 4
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 4
	4
	Grade 7–8
	Score:
	Practice #4
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 5
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item 5
	5
	Grade 7–8
	Score:
	Practice #5
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	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item Key
	Writing—Grades 7–8: ECR Practice Item Key
	Practice 1
	Expanding
	Score:3
	Practice 2
	Emerging
	Score:1
	Practice 3
	Transitioning
	Score:2
	Practice 4
	Commanding
	Score:4
	Practice 5
	Entering
	Score:0
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a       variety of sentence structures).
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a       variety of sentence structures).
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a       variety of sentence structures).
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences (does not demonstrate sufficient command of a       variety of sentence structures).
	QL: Response contains some Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately (e.g., globalization, overpriced, economy).
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide partial orientation, logically organized and/ 
	or connected ideas, transitions, and closure (has a weak introduction and connected ideas that are well-  ganized, but lacks closure and at times smooth progression of ideas is impeded by errors).
	DR: Response includes many stated and linked claims and evidence (at times errors obscure some of the details).
	M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (e.g., missing      words; punctuation errors; spelling errors: think for thing, increasion for increases).
	CL: Response includes adapted text (both sentences are minimally altered from passage text). QL: Response contains Tier 1 and common Tier 2 words and phrases (response is minimally  
	      altered from passage text). 
	CR: Response includes at least one sentence that provides an orientation, organized or        connected ideas, transitions, or closure (response is minimally altered from passage text). 
	DR: Response includes at least one claim with evidence, support, or closure (response is        minimally altered from passage text). 
	M: Response is clear but lacks sufficient original language to accurately rate Mechanics      (response is minimally altered from passage text).
	CL: Response contains expanded and complex sentences.
	QL: Response contains a few Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases (e.g., exports). 
	CR: Response includes words and sentences that provide limited orientation, organized or        connected ideas, transitions, and/or closure (has connected ideas, but response ends         abruptly and has an unclear introduction). 
	DR: Response includes at least one claim with evidence, support, or closure.
	M: Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning 
	     (e.g., sentence fragment; missing words; punctuation errors).
	CL: Response contains a variety of simple, expanded and complex sentences.
	QL: Response contains many Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 words and phrases used appropriately 
	      (e.g., advantages and disadvantages, negative impact, exported, provide more variety). CR: Response includes sufficient organization, logically organized and connected ideas, and 
	       closure to provide clear organization.
	DR: Response includes many and varied precisely stated and linked claims and evidence,        support, and closure.
	M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (e.g., missing words: have a positive and negative effect countries, ...because it exported; subject-verb       disagreement: Globalization effect people).
	CL: Response is completely copied text (copied from the passage).
	QL: Response contains at most commonly used Tier 1 words or short phrases (completely copied        from the passage).
	CR: Response lacks a clear orientation, or organized or connected ideas, or closure due to        brevity (completely copied from the passage).
	DR: Response lacks development of claims and evidence or support (completely copied from        the passage). 
	M: Response is completely copied.
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	Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing Samples 1–8
	Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing Samples 1–8
	1
	Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)
	Response is recognizable as the correct letter. Response is uppercase.
	3
	Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)
	Response is recognizable as the correct letter. Response includes other letters before or after the correct letter. 
	Response is backward (reversal does not change it into a different letter).
	5
	Score: 0 (Entering)
	Response is incorrect letters.
	7
	Score: 0 (Entering)
	Response is an incorrect letter.
	2
	Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)
	Response is recognizable as the correct letter. Response is lowercase.
	4
	Score: 1 (Emerging-Transitioning)
	Response is recognizable as the correct letter. Response includes other letters before the correct letter.
	6
	Score: 0 (Entering)
	Response is an incorrect letter.
	8
	Score: 0 (Entering)
	Response is not a recognizable letter.
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	Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing—Practice Item Key
	Writing—Grade K: Letter Writing—Practice Item Key
	Practice 1
	Score:1
	Practice 2
	Score:0
	Practice 3
	Score:1
	Practice 4
	Score:0
	Emerging-Transitioning 
	Response is recognizable as the correct letter. 
	Response is backward (reversal does not change it into a different letter).
	Entering 
	Response is an incorrect letter.
	Emerging-Transitioning
	Response is recognizable as the correct letter.
	Entering 
	Response is incorrect letters.
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	Writing—Grade K: Word Writing cat  Samples 1–6
	Writing—Grade K: Word Writing cat  Samples 1–6
	1
	Score: 2 (Commanding)
	Response sequences all letters needed to produce the correct word. 
	Response includes a backward letter (reversal does not change it into a different letter). 
	3
	Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
	Response sequences most of the letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word (contains the correct initial phoneme with the rest of the letters correctly produced and sequenced). 
	Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using 
	grade-appropriate spelling. 
	Response includes letters that may be both uppercase and lowercase.
	5
	Score: 0 (Entering-Emerging)
	Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word (while the student demonstrates some phonemic awareness of the initial and terminal phonemes, the response does not produce and sequence most of the correct letters in the correct order).
	2
	Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
	Response sequences most of the letters needed  to produce the recognizable correct word (contains the correct initial and terminalphonemes and letters, with an incorrect vowel). Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using grade-appropriate spelling.
	4
	Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
	Response sequences most of the letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word (contains the correct initial and terminal phonemes and letters, with a missing middle phoneme and letter). 
	Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using grade-appropriate spelling.
	6
	Score: 0 (Entering-Emerging)
	Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word.
	Response is spelled incorrectly.
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	Writing—Grade K: Word Writing cat Practice Items 1–6 Key
	Practice 1
	Score:0
	Practice 2
	Score:0
	Practice 3
	Score:1
	Practice 4
	Score:0
	Practice 5
	Score:0
	Practice 6
	Score:1
	Entering-Emerging 
	Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word. 
	Response is spelled incorrectly (without phonemic awareness).
	Entering-Emerging 
	Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word. 
	Response is spelled incorrectly (without phonemic awareness).
	Transitioning-Expanding
	Response sequences most of the letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word (contains the correct initial and middle phonemes and letters, with an incorrect terminal phoneme and letter).
	Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using grade-appropriate spelling.
	Entering-Emerging 
	Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word. 
	Response is spelled incorrectly (without phonemic awareness).
	Entering-Emerging 
	Response does not sequence letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word (most of the letters are out of sequence). 
	Response is spelled incorrectly.
	Transitioning-Expanding
	Response sequences most of the letters needed to produce the recognizable correct word (contains the correct initial and terminal phonemes and letters, with an incorrect vowel).
	Response demonstrates phonemic awareness by using grade-appropriate spelling.
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	Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Samples 1–8
	Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Samples 1–8
	1
	Score: 2 (Commanding)
	Response includes all words in the correct order.Response includes grade-appropriate spelling (phonetic or inventive spelling).
	Response does not include appropriate end punctuation.
	3
	Score: 2 (Commanding)
	Response includes all words in the correct order. 
	5
	Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
	Response includes most of the words in the correct order (initial and terminal words). Response does not have an initial capital letter. Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not phonetic or inventive. 
	7
	Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
	Response includes most of the words in the correct order.Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not phonetic or inventive (wiol  is unacceptable for will).Response does not include appropriate  end punctuation.
	2
	Score: 2 (Commanding)
	Response includes all words in the correct order.Response does not have an initial capital letter.Response includes grade-appropriate spelling (phonetic or inventive spelling).
	Response does not include appropriate end punctuation.
	4
	Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
	Response includes most of the words in the correct order (initial and terminal words).Response does not have an initial capital letter. Response does not include appropriate end punctuation.
	6
	Score: 1 (Transitioning-Expanding)
	Response includes most of the words in the correct order. 
	Response does not have an initial capital letter. Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not phonetic or inventive (letter reversal turns a p into a q). Response does not include appropriate end punctuation.
	8
	Score: 0 (Entering-Emerging)
	Response is irrelevant. Response is a single word. 
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	Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Practice Items 1–6 Key
	Writing—Grade K: Sentence Writing—Practice Items 1–6 Key
	Practice 1
	Score:0
	Practice 2
	Score:2
	Practice 3
	Score:1
	Practice 4
	Score:2
	Practice 5
	Score:1
	Practice 6
	Score:0
	Entering-Emerging 
	Response includes few or no target words (single relevant word). 
	Response is irrelevant.
	Commanding 
	Response includes all words in the correct order.
	Response includes grade-appropriate spelling (phonetic or inventive spelling).
	Transitioning-Expanding 
	Response includes most of the words in the correct order (initial and terminal words).
	Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not phonetic or inventive. 
	Response does not include appropriate end punctuation.
	Commanding 
	Response includes all words in the correct order.
	Transitioning-Expanding 
	Response includes most of the words in the correct order (initial and terminal words).
	Response includes some incorrect spelling that is not phonetic or inventive.
	Entering-Emerging 
	Response includes one target word (Wil). 
	Response does not include most of the target words in the correct order.
	Response includes two incorrect spellings that are not phonetic or inventive (Wi, LPiY).
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	Response continued on the next page
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 1 (Continued)
	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 1 (Continued)
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	Score 4: Commanding
	C/QL
	Response contains complex and simple sentences.
	CR
	Response includes a drawing and sentences to provide descriptions and events to write about a topic
	M
	Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning (punctuation error).
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 2
	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 2
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	Score 3: Expanding
	C/QL
	Response contains a complex sentence.
	CR
	Response includes a drawing and a sentence to somewhat provide descriptions and events.
	M
	Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spelling error: brd for bird).
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 3
	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 3
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	Score 2: Transitioning
	C/QL
	Response contains a simple sentence.
	CR
	Response includes a drawing and a sentence to somewhat provide descriptions and events to write about a topic.
	M
	Response is mostly clear, but contains some errors that occasionally obscure meaning (spelling errors in a brief response: bog for dog, jamp for jump).
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 4
	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 4
	Note: If a response contains no text or incomprehensible text, but includes a drawing related to the prompt, the response will be scored as a holistic 1 (or a holistic 2, on the rare occasion that a drawing is very detailed).
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	C/QL
	Response is unintelligible.
	CR
	Response includes a drawing to minimally provide descriptions and events (see note below).
	M
	Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning (text is a string of letters).
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 5
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	Score 1: Emerging
	C/QL
	Response contains words and a short phrase.
	CR
	Response includes only words and phrases to minimally provide descriptions.
	M
	Response contains errors that often obscure meaning (unsuccessful attempted sentence).
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Sample 6
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	Score 0: Entering
	C/QL
	Response contains zero words or short phrases.
	CR
	Response includes zero words and no drawings to write about a topic (drawing is not recognizable as being related to the prompt).
	M
	Response contains zero words written in response to the prompt.
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 1
	1
	Grade K
	Score:
	Practice #1
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 2
	2
	Grade K
	Score:
	Practice #2
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 3
	3
	Grade K
	Score:
	Practice #3
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 4
	4
	Grade K
	Score:
	Practice #4
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 5
	5
	Response continued on the next page
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 5 (Continued)
	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item 5 (Continued)
	Grade K
	Score:
	Practice #5
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	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item Key
	Writing—Grade K: SCR—Practice Item Key
	Practice 1
	Emerging
	Score:1
	Practice 2
	Expanding
	Score:3
	Practice 3
	Entering
	Score:0
	Practice 4
	Transitioning
	Score:2
	Practice 5
	Commanding
	Score:4
	C/QL: Response contains words. 
	C/QL: Response contains words. 
	C/QL: Response contains words. 
	C/QL: Response contains words. 
	CR: Response includes a drawing and words to minimally provide descriptions and        events to write about a topic. 
	M: Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning.
	C/QL: Response contains one complex sentence. 
	CR: Response includes a drawing and sentences to partially provide descriptions and        events to write about a topic. 
	M: Response is clear and contains few errors that rarely obscure meaning (spellings      errors in a brief response: kos for ‘cause/because, wit for with).
	C/QL: Response is illegible or unintelligible (response is a string of letters and numbers). 
	CR: Response includes zero words and no drawings to write about a topic.
	M: Response contains numerous errors that totally obscure meaning (string of      inehensible letters or numbers).
	C/QL: Response contains a simple sentence (attempt at more advanced sentence          e is impeded by errors). 
	CR: Response includes a drawing and a sentence to somewhat provide descriptions        and events to write about a topic. 
	M: Meaning is evident, but response contains many errors that often obscure meaning   requent spelling errors).
	C/QL: Response contains expanded, compound, and complex sentences. 
	CR: Response includes a drawing and sentences to provide descriptions and events to         write about a topic. 
	M: Response is clear and contains minimal errors that obscure meaning.
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	2
	3
	4
	5
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Score:
	Grade K: Short Constructed Response
	Grade K: Short Constructed Response
	Grade K: Short Constructed Response
	Grade K: Short Constructed Response
	Grade K: Short Constructed Response
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	Figure

	Glossary (Continued)
	Glossary (Continued)
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	2019 NYSESLAT Resources
	2019 NYSESLAT Resources
	For Information or AssistanceContact
	Questions regarding testing policies, accommodations, security breaches and sensitive student responses
	Questions regarding testing policies, accommodations, security breaches and sensitive student responses
	Questions regarding testing policies, accommodations, security breaches and sensitive student responses
	Questions regarding testing policies, accommodations, security breaches and sensitive student responses
	Office of State Assessment Email: emscassessinfo@nysed.gov
	Call: 518-474-5902
	Questions regarding the provisions of ELL/MLL services in Bilingual Education and English as a New Language programs
	Office of Bilingual Education and World LanguagesEmail: obewl@nysed.gov
	Phone: 518-474-8775 (Albany office) Phone: 718-722-2445 (NYC office)
	Questions regarding scoring of Speaking and Writing constructed-response questions or shipment of materials
	MetriTech, Inc. Customer ServiceEmail: nyseslat@metritech.com
	Phone: 800-747-4868Fax: 217-398-5798
	For regulatory or training assistance:
	Regional Bilingual Education Resource Networkshttp://www.nysed.gov/bilingual-ed/regional-


	supportrberns
	supportrberns
	supportrberns
	Machine-scannable answer sheets and local scanning services
	RIC or Large-City Scanning Centerhttp://www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/sirs/ric-big5.html
	Information about the NYSESLAT and regular updates including the turnkey training materials and School Administrators Manual (SAM)
	NYSESLAT Homepagehttp://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat
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